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Abstract
Semantic image retrieval is a multifaceted, highly complex problem. Not
only does the solution to this problem require advanced image processing
and computer vision techniques, but it also requires knowledge beyond what
can be inferred from the image content alone. In contrast, traditional image
retrieval systems are based upon keyword searches on filenames or meta-
data tags, e.g. Google image search, Flickr search, etc. These conventional
systems do not analyze the image content and their keywords are not guar-
anteed to represent the image. Thus, there is significant need for a semantic
image retrieval system that can analyze and retrieve images based upon the
content and relationships that exist in the real world.
In this thesis, I present a framework that moves towards advancing seman-
tic image retrieval in large scale datasets. At a conceptual level, semantic
image retrieval requires the following steps: viewing an image, understand-
ing the content of the image, indexing the important aspects of the image,
connecting the image concepts to the real world, and finally retrieving the
images based upon the index concepts or related concepts. My proposed
framework addresses each of these components in my ultimate goal of im-
proving image retrieval.
1
The first task is the essential task of understanding the content of an im-
age. Unfortunately, typically the only data used by a computer algorithm
when analyzing images is the low-level pixel data. But, to achieve human
level comprehension, a machine must overcome the semantic gap, or dis-
parity that exists between the image data and human understanding. This
translation of the low-level information into a high-level representation is an
extremely difficult problem that requires more than the image pixel infor-
mation. I describe my solution to this problem through the use of an online
knowledge acquisition and storage system. This system utilizes the extensi-
ble, visual, and interactable properties of Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
combined with online crowd sourcing tools to collect high level knowledge
about visual content.
I further describe the utilization of knowledge and semantic data for im-
age understanding. Specifically, I seek to incorporate knowledge in various
algorithms that cannot be inferred from the image pixels alone. This in-
formation comes from related images or structured data (in the form of
hierarchies and ontologies) to improve the performance of object detection
and image segmentation tasks. These understanding tasks are crucial in-
termediate steps towards retrieval and semantic understanding. However,
the typical object detection and segmentation tasks requires an abundance
of training data for machine learning algorithms. The prior training in-
formation provides information on what patterns and visual features the
algorithm should be looking for when processing an image. In contrast, my
algorithm utilizes related semantic images to extract the visual properties of
an object and also to decrease the search space of my detection algorithm.
2
Furthermore, I demonstrate the use of related images in the image segmen-
tation process. Again, without the use of prior training data, I present a
method for foreground object segmentation by finding the shared area that
exists in a set of images. I demonstrate the effectiveness of my method on
structured image datasets that have defined relationships between classes
i.e. parent-child, or sibling classes.
Finally, I introduce my framework for semantic image retrieval. I enhance
the proposed knowledge acquisition and image understanding techniques
with semantic knowledge through linked data and web semantic languages.
This is an essential step in semantic image retrieval. For example, a “car”
class classified by an image processing algorithm not enhanced by external
knowledge would have no idea that a car is a type of vehicle which would
also be highly related to a “truck” and less related to other transportation
methods like a “train”. However, a query for modes of human transporta-
tion should return all of the mentioned classes. Thus, I demonstrate how to
integrate information from both image processing algorithms and seman-
tic knowledge bases to perform interesting queries that would otherwise be
impossible. The key component of this system is a novel property reasoner
that is able to translate low level image features into semantically relevant
object properties. I use a combination of XML based languages such as
SVG, RDF, and OWL in order to link to existing ontologies available on
the web. My experiments demonstrate an efficient data collection frame-
work and novel utilization of semantic data for image analysis and retrieval
on datasets of people and landmarks collected from sources such as IMDB
and Flickr. Ultimately, my thesis presents improvements to the state of
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the art in visual knowledge representation/acquisition and computer vision
algorithms such as detection and segmentation toward the goal of enhanced
semantic image retrieval.
4
Principal Contributions
In the area of image understanding and retrieval, a tremendous amount of
work has been explored in the past. However, a relatively small number of
ideas have leveraged a large corpus of external semantic knowledge for these
tasks. In this thesis, I propose the use of a semantic data in all aspects of
the image understanding and retrieval process. The range of contributions
begin with the acquisition of high-level visual data and end with the final
process of improved semantic image retrieval.
The main contributions of this work are in the following three categories:
data acquisition, image understanding, and image retrieval.
Contribution in Data Acquisition:
• A novel online annotation framework and image representa-
tion. I introduce an online annotation framework that is able to collect
large amounts of human annotated data for use in image understand-
ing and retrieval tasks. My framework also proposes a new extensible
image representation that can be used to describe image content in a
vectorized, compact manner. Through the use of my framework and
crowdsourcing tools like Amazon Mechanical Turk, I collected 1,210
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object outline annotations in just over three hours.
• Interactive segmentation algorithms are integrated and cou-
pled with the online framework. I incorporate state-of-the-art
interactive segmentation algorithms in our online framework, enabling
a semi-automatic segmentation of image content.
I further compare our framework with existing methodologies in the
literature and perform a user study with 11 participants for evaluation
purposes. I present statistically significant results of improved human
interaction time, segmentation accuracy, and ease of use on 15 different
object categories.
• Existing ground truth segmentations are improved by my
framework and published for public adoption. On several large
scale databases, I improve the ground truth segmentation results to
better fit the foreground object (as judged by 80 online users) and stan-
dardize the representation and visualization of the ground truth. On
the Caltech 101 dataset, I am able to compute equal or better ground
truth outlines on 1525 of 2000 images tested. On another standard
dataset, MSRC, I am able to compute equal or better ground truth
outlines on 507 of 750 images.
I publish these datasets online for vision researchers worldwide.
(http://www.markupsvg.com)
Contribution in Image Understanding:
• A novel knowledge transfer object localization method that
is computationally efficient and outperforms the state of the
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art. In my object localization algorithm, I demonstrate the use of
image ontologies to transfer knowledge between objects and classes. I
propose a feature representation that utilizes only a sparse dataset of
related labeled images. My algorithm additionally limits the number
of object windows that are required for the object search. By use of
the overlap metric, I outperform the state of the art on 7 out of 8
categories consisting of 2,108 images. I also only need to consider 1/10
of the total number of candidate bounding boxes further sped up by
the use of an integral histogram data structure.
• Using semantically related images, I propose a globally op-
timal clustering method that segments the shared object. In
object segmentation, I demonstrate the use of image ontologies to au-
tomatically segment the same or similar objects from a set of images,
called cosegmentation. My method builds novel intra-layer constraints
within different granularities of segmentation levels and inter-image
connections across different images to improve the end segmentation.
Additionally, my clustering method is globally optimal and does not
require prior models. Using the overlap metric for comparison against
three other state of the art cosegmentation methods, I perform the best
on 6 out of 13 categories and perform comparably on the remaining
classes.
Contribution in Image Retrieval:
• Linking visual attributes and existing knowledge sources to
perform complex, multi-modal queries. I propose a property
reasoner that has the ability to extract semantic attributes from images
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using machine learning techniques and structure this information with
semantic web technologies. With this representation, I am further able
to link our data to existing ontologies on the web. This combination of
image and high-level data enables my system to perform image queries
that are beyond the capabilities of other image search engines.
• Automatic filtering of noisy datasets, detecting objects, de-
scribing and retrieving images without training. I am able to
collect images from Flickr and keep the a subset of relevant images
with high precision. Visual attributes are extracted from the remain-
ing images and stored in a searchable ontology. The object detection
vision algorithms do not require prior training and for attribute classi-
fication, I am able to use noisy image results from Flickr to accomplish
my task. I used linked data to finalize our semantic image retrieval.
Precision-recall curves of multiple queries on my system outperform a
Flickr relevance (plus MySQL full text score) on nearly every category.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1: Identifying the primary object and segmenting the foreground from the
background are virtually effortless for the human visual system. Impulsively, humans use
prior experiential and learned knowledge in understanding image content; however, for
computers, extensive external knowledge, so far, has been rarely utilized in specific vision
tasks.
For the human visual system, understanding image content is a simple and straight-
forward task. For example, let us consider the image in Figure 1.1. With virtually no
effort, the human visual system is able to recognize that the primary object in the im-
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age is a flower. More specifically, one might conjecture that this flower is a yellow rose
due to the color, petal patterns, and overall shape, even if the person has never seen a
yellow rose before. A flower expert may also be able to link the content of the image
to concepts that are not present in the image, but exist in the world. For example, the
expert might know that yellow roses typically signify friendship and joy, and were first
discovered growing naturally in the Middle East region of the world. Both the image
descriptions and classifications and external concepts would be important for image
retrieval; however, without any or all of this knowledge, searching for the yellow rose
image would be a very challenging task.
Although understanding image content is seemingly effortless, it is estimated that
nearly half of the cerebral cortex is being applied when processing visual information
[88]. In order to figure out exactly what was occurring in the brain, researchers be-
gan theorizing the functions of the human visual system about a quarter century ago.
Experiments by Marr [84], Biederman [9], and Treisman [113] have identified two pro-
cessing streams acting upon visual information during human perception. The first
process is a bottom-up approach, where the visual system perceives low-level infor-
mation including shapes, colors, and edges. In parallel, a higher cognitive process, or
the top-down approach, integrates experiential and learned knowledge towards iden-
tifying meaningful objects and understanding a scene. It is the combination of the
two processes that give the human visual system the capability and versatility that we
experience in our every day lives.
1.1 Necessity for Semantic Data in Image Understanding
On another hand, let us consider the process of computer vision understanding. A com-
mon practice for many decades was a pixel based low level image processing framework,
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similar to the bottom-up human level approach. Pixels in an image are the primary
sources of information and a coherent grouping of these pixels were sought, without the
use of high level knowledge [18, 83, 93, 126]. It eventually became clear that a com-
plimentary top-down approach was necessary to improve computer algorithm results,
similar to the two part process in the human visual system. However, even modern day
vision and machine learning algorithms typically only utilize the bare minimum expert
knowledge to achieve their task [35]. In the flower recognition example, a machine
learning approach towards learning a classifier would be as follows. Numerous images
of flowers would be collected and for each flower, color, texture, or shape features may
be extracted. These features could train a discriminative classifier that best separates
the feature sets between positive and negative examples. A new flower image could then
be classified by the “distance” to the existing trained feature cluster. This approach is
an example of a classification task that has been successfully translated into a numeric
comparison, but conceptually speaking, the big picture is lost i.e. there is no real un-
derstanding of what a flower is or what a flower represents. Because the algorithm has
reduced the problem into mathematical comparisons, there are no connections made
by a computer to contextualize what a flower could signify nor where this particular
flower can be found. Given this narrow comprehension, the task of image retrieval on
machine annotated images is severely limited. Finding images based upon the specific
label is possible, but semantically equivalent queries are completely undecipherable to
retrieval systems. As an example, if the computer vision algorithm annotated the image
as a “rose”, but a search query attempted to find a picture of a “flower”, the search
would fail to retrieve this image even though it is obvious to us that a rose is a type
of flower. Moreover, knowledge about yellow roses that exist on the Internet have no
mechanism to influence image understanding, search, and retrieval. Ideally, a retrieval
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system should be able to leverage the vast amount of information for these tasks in an
intelligent way.
The problem can be formalized as the fundamental difference between the way
machines and humans interpret image information i.e. the semantic gap. This gap is
observed in nearly all aspects of computer vision, including image understanding and
retrieval. This gap cannot be bridged by a bottom-up approach [74]. In fact, currently it
is unknown how to develop a numerical feature vector that can truly represent an image
and all the related hierarchical, spatial, emotional, and action semantics related to this
image. As noted by Hayes and Efros [51], a low-level descriptor cannot singularly encode
high-level semantic information. Additionally, individualized high level approaches
must expand beyond the domain specific frameworks if they want to fully utilize the
relationships and connections that are inherently used in human vision. For example,
an instrument classifier that sees a piano in the sky should have low probability due to
the concept of gravity. My observation is that in order to truly understand an image,
systems must leverage an immense amount of external, high level knowledge and apply
this information to image understanding and retrieval tasks.
1.2 Semantic Image Understanding and Retrieval Frame-
work
In this dissertation, I describe the development of algorithms and methods that would
improve (and in some cases enable) the semantic understanding and retrieval of images.
The types of semantic image searches I propose are challenging, if not impossible, by
frameworks that exist today. One major shift that I propose is that image retrieval
systems should not be solely dependent on keywords and metadata, but should inde-
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pendently analyze and understand the image content. A second major shift I suggest is
that semantic retrieval systems should be able to understand relationships in the real
world. For example, a query for, “the 44th president of the United States of Amer-
ica,” is semantically equivalent to, “Barack Obama,” and should return the same set
of images. Current keyword image query engines are not able comprehend this connec-
tion. Some more sample query examples that are possible with my proposed system
are shown in Figure 1.2.
(a) Barack Obama and Michelle Obama. Image
courtesy of wikimedia commons.
(b) Taipei 101. Image courtesy of wikimedia
commons.
Figure 1.2: I propose a framework to retrieve pictures using information obtained from
image processing and knowledge bases. For example, a search might be, (a) “the 44th
president of the United States of America next to a smiling First Lady” instead of the
traditional keyword search, “Barack Obama, Michelle Obama” or (b) “the tallest building
in Taiwan from afar on a cloudy day” instead of the traditional keyword search, “Taipei
101”.
In order for my work to move towards this type of large scale semantic image under-
standing and retrieval system, there were numerous questions and intermediate steps
that I addressed. How do I acquire the necessary knowledge that will be incorporated
in computer vision tasks? What is the best representation for this knowledge? And
finally, how can this knowledge be used for understanding an image and for semantic
image retrieval? I begin with the new advancements, technology, and resources that
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make the answers to these questions possible, and then I describe the process that I
take to answer each question.
1.2.1 Background on Recent Advancements and Resources
There are several specific advancements in technology and new resources that are fun-
damental to the semantic retrieval problem that make my work possible at this time.
The first advancement is in the area of online technology i.e. the standardization and
support of web languages. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), a 2D visualization of XML,
is a W3C recommendation as of 2003 and has been popularized in recent web browsers
due to the HTML5 convention. This technology is crucial for online visualization of
structured annotation data. Furthermore, the speed of client side web languages such as
Javascript have seen exponential speed increases and wide spread adoption. Only now
are client browsers able to run complex processes and algorithms without burdening
the web user.
The second major advancement is the movement towards social computing, in-
cluding the idea of crowdsourcing. With this recent advancement, distributed work
is a possibility, which can greatly alleviate the burden on a single user and enable a
researcher to collect a large amount of data. A popular website for online work distri-
bution is Amazon Mechanical Turk or MTurk. MTurk gives a researcher access to a
scalable workforce at low cost. Many tasks can be ported to these types of systems for
research or experimental work.
The third major advancement is in the area of computer vision and image process-
ing. New image features are being developed and improved machine learning algorithms
can be applied to the image and object classification problem that produces higher and
higher accuracy. I will discuss the specifics of these algorithms in later sections.
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The fourth major advancement is in the area of the Semantic Web. This movement
aims to convert unstructured data into structured data that can be directly interpreted
by machines. The data is stored in a common framework, typically the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) or the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which are en-
hanced XML based languages. Now, concepts can be easily stored and linked to each
other in a structured ontology [114]. An ontology is a specification of a conceptualiza-
tion, or in other words, a formal specification describing the concepts and relationships
that exist among a set of classes. High-level knowledge can be effectively represented
in this semantic data model.
1.2.2 High-Level Knowledge Acquisition for Images
If I define high-level knowledge as structured information, the utilization of knowledge
in vision tasks is a very vague and broad problem that is not well defined. Recall that
the first question asked was, “how do I acquire the necessary knowledge that will be
incorporated in computer vision tasks?” To clarify this about knowledge acquisition,
there are two possible scenarios. In the first scenario, high-level data does not exist for
a specific image analysis problem. A researcher must manually engage in the tedious
and expensive task of collecting high level semantic data for use in image algorithms. In
the second scenario, high-level image data does exist, but in many forms and mediums.
For this type of data, I will clarify the structure and representation of this data for use
in my multimedia framework.
Scenario 1 (Data does not exist) - When high-level knowledge does not exist
for an application, often it is very time consuming to manually engage in data collec-
tion. This is the case with images that contain no metadata, tags, or object boundary
annotations. Thus, several web-based tools and social image sharing sites, such as La-
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belMe [97], Flickr [43], ALIPR [76], among others [109, 124], have gained popularity
and success by utilizing the collaboration potential of the online community for collect-
ing annotation data. By moving to online platforms, these tools have vastly improved
their collection capabilities. However, there is little motivation for volunteers to con-
tribute to these projects. To reach a wide network of willing participants, alternative
methods for collecting semantic data have been proposed through crowdsourcing. As I
mentioned before, a popular website for online work distribution is Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Probably the most successful image annotation system using MTurk is the La-
belMe [97] tool. LabelMe has built their own custom XML image annotation language
and annotation system. Also, LableMe is completely manual, requiring the user to
mark an object boundary to achieve their final outline.
There are several shortcomings in this systems. First, nearly all of the existing sys-
tems and storage formats are unique and do not support sharing. Second, while new
and effective image processing and computer vision techniques are being developed,
they remain isolated from these annotation efforts, effectively limiting the scope of ac-
quisition. For example, many effective general interactive segmentation methods exist
[15, 61, 90, 95, 128], as well as medical image segmentation techniques [4, 14, 48, 71, 82]
where interactivity helps physicians use their expert knowledge to obtain object bound-
aries. If some of these methods could be effectively coupled with online annotation
systems, these methods could greatly improve the quality of segmentations and the
user experience. However, currently most online systems involve manual annotation,
without automated or semi-automated segmentation and annotation tools.
To address this issue, I propose a new framework to facilitate the annotation of
data in a web based annotation tool. The proposed framework describes both the
mechanism for manually collecting data as well as the structure and visualization of
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collected high-level data. Built into my online system are semi-supervised segmentation
modules that utilize the interactivity and flexibility of SVG to assist the user in the
annotation task.
Scenario 2 (Data exists in different forms) - In the second scenario, high-level
image data does exist, but in many forms and mediums. Collections of images with
associated annotation or ground truth offline resources such as the Lotus Hill [131],
Caltech 101 [75], Microsoft Research (MSRC) [127], and PASCAL Visual Object Chal-
lenge [115] datasets that contain valuable, manually annotated data that could be used
for image understanding or image retrieval tasks. These data sets are presented in a
wide variety of data structures and file formats and would benefit from a standardized
structure and visualization medium. Additionally, although these datasets have pro-
vided ground truth annotation, I demonstrate that the ground truth annotations can
still be improved using my framework.
Another source of high-level class specific data (not necessarily related to a specific
image) is in the form of an ontology. Existing ontologies, such as the WordNet [38]
ontology, group nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into sets of cognitive synonyms
(synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are linked by conceptual and
semantic lexical relations. WordNet labels the semantic connections among words ac-
cording to relationships such as “is-a”, “part-whole”, and other relationships. ImageNet
[31] is an image database based upon the nouns of the WordNet ontology. This hierarchy
has over 12 million images and an average of five hundred images per node. DBpedia
[10] is another online ontology that structures information taken from Wikipedia and
connects it with external ontologies. As of April 2011, DBpedia contained more than
6 million interlinks to these external datasets, and describes more than 3.64 million
things (including 416,000 people). These sources of high-level knowledge can play a
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crucial role in my semantic data model.
1.2.3 Utilization of Semantic Data for Image Understanding
Collecting and representing knowledge was the first step towards semantic image re-
trieval. However, after collecting this information, the next step is the utilization of
semantic data in image algorithms for image understanding. Since my goal is to find
images based upon the image content, image analysis algorithms provide a crucial inter-
mediate step in the retrieval process. One interesting approach towards the integration
of image processing and semantics is the categorization of an image, e.g. as an in-
door or outdoor scene, or annotation of an object, e.g. a tiger, elephant, bird, etc.
[17, 28, 54]. Each category would have its own classifier and the system could pick the
most likely result. However, this can quickly become intractable in complex real world
applications where the number of categories is unbounded. In my research, I propose
several scalable approaches towards applying ontologies for object detection and object
segmentation.
Object Detection and Localization using Semantic Data
The object detection or object localization task aims to identify an object and its spacial
extent, typically by drawing a bounding box around the object in an image. There
are many specialized object detectors that work quite well for faces [122], pedestrians
[27, 100], bicycles, cars, motorbikes, etc. [87, 92]. However, general object detection is
a difficult challenge that few have attempted [23].
A typical approach to object detection is the use of sliding windows across the
image while altering position, scale, and aspect ratio [69, 81]. However, this is a com-
putationally expensive operation when using complex image descriptors, unfeasible for
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large image collections [118]. To improve upon the sliding window method, research
by Zhang et al. [133] and Vedaldi et al. [118] have utilized a cascading window ap-
proach where the complexity of classifier is gradually increased at the finer levels. And
because these approaches rely on trained classifiers, large corpus of annotated data are
necessary for accurate classification.
Another, more scalable approach to object detection was proposed by Chum et al.
[23] which does not need to train object detectors a priori. Rather an exemplar model
of a object is generated using weakly supervised data (a set of images that are known
to contain the same or similar objects) and a bag of visual words approach [104]. The
model minimizes a cost function of hierarchical spatial histograms of visual words and
edge directions to find the target region across all images in the weakly supervised set. I
take a related approach to object detection and localization where I utilize hierarchical
knowledge and semantic relationships to perform the object localization task. The
benefits of my method are that prior training is not necessary and I do not need to
employ a sliding window approach. Additionally, I utilize image ontologies and existing
semantic data to improve the object detection process.
Object Segmentation using Semantic Data
In addition to the object detection and localization task, I tackle specific problems in
object segmentation. The object segmentation problem is a very difficult task of finding
the precise boundaries of an object in an image. Typically this task is performed on
a single image; however, in my thesis, I utilize sets of semantically similar images to
perform a multi-image segmentation. This type of segmentation is referred to as im-
age cosegmentation. Cosegmentation is the process of extracting the foreground from
the background by looking at the shared content that exists in a set of images. The
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problem of cosegmentation was first addressed by Rother et al. [96] using histogram
matching and a modified Markov Random Field (MRF) framework. The MRF includes
an additional term that penalizes the energy formulation when the foreground region
histograms differ. Since then, the topic has been explored across various degrees of
foreground similarity for segmentation. Hochbaum and Singh [52] utilized an efficient
MRF optimization which rewarded affinities instead of penalizing differences in order
to segment the same object with differing backgrounds. Sun et al. extracted the fore-
ground from background using a MRF framework under a camera flash illumination
change [110]. Ferrari et al. [41] used images of the same object to create a shape
model of an object for detection and segmentation. In other related works, the coseg-
mentation approach has also been performed across image sequences [21, 60]. Slightly
different variations to the MRF/graph cut [16] formulations and classification frame-
work have been proposed to perform cosegmentation or object detection [19, 23, 120]
where the only constraint is that the objects in the foreground are similar. Moving
away from completely unsupervised methods, others have improved classification rates
by incorporating an element of object training [49, 121] or interaction [5].
A different class of cosegmentation methods uses graph partitioning to solve the
foreground and background partition. The benefits of these methods are that they
find the global optimum segmentation, and do not require any prior models. These
related works follow the popularity of spectral graph theory akin to normalized cuts
[103] where the solution involves an eigen-decomposition of a graph Laplacian matrix.
Yu and Shi [132] introduced how to incorporate a bias term and solve the system using
an efficient optimization framework, while Cour et al. [26] utilized a multiscale graph
bias to solve the multiscale normalized cut on a single image. One of the first proposals
to use spectral cosegmentation was the work by Toshev et al. [112] where they perform
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the segmentation of co-salient regions, or regions that exist in multiple images. Later,
Joulin et al. [59] again demonstrated the effectiveness of this model in a cosegmentation
framework by utilizing a normalized Laplacian with a spatial consistency term. My
work uses a graph Laplacian and the leaf node images of an image ontology hierarchy
to improve the segmentation of objects in a set of images. The image sets define a
common object which my framework can exploit.
1.2.4 Large Scale Image Retrieval with Semantic Assistance
Lastly, given all the previous steps toward image understanding, I am able to perform
complex, semantic image retrieval tasks. The combination of image retrieval and se-
mantic technologies has become increasingly popular in recent years. Several works
have attempted to translate spatial image information [53, 125] or texture informa-
tion [22] into semantic data so one can perform spatially based or linguistic texture
based image queries. These works typically rely on accurate segmentations or object
annotations. Other methods only use basic semantics (blobs of colored regions) or
intermediate level descriptors (in-between low level features and high level semantics)
and search based upon these representations [86, 106]. Other works have focused on
translating, or extracting attributes from images for classification and search. Farhadi
et al. [37] and Kumar et al. [67] extract object properties and face properties, re-
spectively. Similar works on body part detectors [13] and part based model detectors
[39] have seen good results in standard image recognition challenges like the PASCAL
VOC challenge. And finally, complex semantics through ontologies have been used in
content based image retrieval frameworks in the past as well [11, 66, 80]. However,
these approaches are domain specific and lack the scalability that can be achieved with
large knowledge bases that exist today.
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In my application, I build custom ontologies and link to existing semantic data for
image retrieval. I am able to utilize my described image analysis algorithms to clean
noisy image datasets and cluster visually similar images together. I extract semantic
properties from images using machine learning techniques and structure this informa-
tion with semantic web technologies (RDF/OWL). The classification of these properties
utilizes my proposed knowledge acquisition system, and in other cases, image informa-
tion gathered from image sharing websites. Given the semantic web representation, I
am able to link my data to existing ontologies on the web. This combination of image
and high-level data enables my system to perform image queries that can significantly
advance the state of the art in commercial and research search engines.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized in chapters that build upon the previous towards
semantic image retrieval. Each chapter contains goals, methodology, evaluation, and
analysis related to the chapter topic. The chapters are as follows. In Chapter 2, I
describe my annotation system and indexing scheme for image labeling and collection.
I also describe how to collect and utilize external sources of semantic data for the image
classification and retrieval task. In Chapter 3, I describe how to utilize ontologies for two
common image understanding tasks, object detection and segmentation. In Chapter
4, I present a combined content based image retrieval and ontology system that can
leverage existing sources of semantic data for complex image retrieval tasks. In Chapter
5, I apply my framework to a medical image analysis and retrieval problem, which ties
all of the previous work together in a coherent application. Finally, in Chapter 6, I
conclude and present some future directions for my research.
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Chapter 2
Acquisition of Semantic Data
High level knowledge is necessary to guide computer algorithms toward semantic im-
age understanding and retrieval. The first step toward this goal is the collection and
organization of this knowledge. There are two possible challenges with the acquisition
of semantic data. In the first challenge, no information exists for my application and I
must engage in the tedious process of collecting this data. In the second challenge, data
does exist, but in heterogeneous forms. I must structure and interpret this information.
In this chapter, I will discuss my solution to both of these scenarios.
I must first define how I structure my high-level image based information since this
is relevant to both scenarios. I adopt Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) as the primary
data structure of my tool. SVG is an extensible and versatile language built using
XML. Given the extensibility of my framework, I am able to encode low level image
features, high level semantics, and further define interactions with the data to assist
the user with image annotation. Further information regarding my image abstraction
can be found in section 2.1.1.
Focusing back upon challenge one, collecting non-existent data, I developed a com-
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prehensive online tool and data structure that simplifies the collection of semantic image
data. I couple state of the art image processing techniques into my system to assist a
user in image segmentation and annotation, and I also index and visualize these results
in an interoperable framework. I incorporate several novel components and algorithms
to highlight the possibilities of semi-supervised segmentation and automatic annotation
within my proposed framework. Further, my modular design provides the necessary
capabilities to incorporate future image features, methods, or algorithms. I build an
annotation tool that utilizes the interactivity and flexibility of SVG to collect image
annotations from users on the web. Additionally, my tool is accessible via Amazon
Mechanical Turk, or Mturk, which is an online crowd sourcing platform where thou-
sands of “workers” are compensated to provide data for a specific task. I show that
my system is able to greatly simplify the collection, annotation, and indexing of image
collections in an online collaborative platform.
On the other hand, there are many resources that do provide annotation data for
image analysis. My abstraction aims to merge multiple online and offline datasets into
my system in an effort to standardize image collection and its data representation.
Through the visualization of these standard datasets’ ground truth data, I noticed that
the ground truth annotations were surprisingly inexact and subjective. For example,
the segmentation outlines of objects were much further from the actual boundary that
I would have expected from a ground truth dataset. Using the built in tools of my
annotation system, I will show the ability to improve and validate these improvements
across multiple human observers.
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2.1 Acquisition of Non-existent Semantic Data
The manual (human) acquisition of data is my baseline technique, and is also the typ-
ical method available from other online annotation systems. The acquisition process
primarily involves the annotation of objects in an image by both textual and visual
markings. The visual markings are polygons drawn around objects of interest in an
image. This collection of image semantic data is a tedious and expensive task. As-
suming that the average segmentation time of an image ranges between 30-60 seconds
[64], a database of 1,000 images could take upwards of 17 hours. Further, new image
datasets like ImageNet [31] contain more than 12 million images, which could take a
single user 22.83 years to annotate! Thus, having multiple methods and techniques
that increase the efficiency for the collection of this data would be extremely useful.
But before I present some improvements, I will first describe how I represent structured
image annotation data e.g. my image abstraction.
2.1.1 Image Abstraction
I aim to design my content-aware image abstraction to be extensible, flexible, sharable,
while being interactive and visualizable online. My abstraction has the ability to en-
code the results of segmentation algorithms as well as feature vectors associated with
the segmented regions, see Figure 2.1. Contained in the SVG, I store region bound-
ary information as a point set in the SVG <polygon> element. In general, low level
features or MPEG-7 content descriptors extracted from the raw image can be repre-
sented here as an element in alphanumeric form. Additionally, for each region I collect,
L∗a∗b∗ color histogram, mean color, and responses of Gabor filters [30] of three scales
and four orientations for a total of 12 texture histograms. From the shape information,
I also encode eccentricity and indexable shape features. Several possible shape features
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(a) SVG encoding example
(b) Raw image
(c) gPb segmentation mod-
ule with a highlighted poly-
gon in green
Figure 2.1: The partial SVG document (a) corresponds to only the single region high-
lighted in green (c). The SVG abstraction stores both the visualization information to
render the polygon in a browser as well as low level information extracted from the raw
image (b).
include Shape Context descriptors [8] and Curvature Scale Space [89] representations.
I also propose a modified Chord based shape histogram [55] for faster indexing, and
additional robustness on smaller regions with fewer polygon points. My modifications
use the principal eigenvector as my chord and compute the point density graph normal-
ized around this chord. For greater simplicity and because the SVG standard allows
for the inclusion of foreign namespaces and private data, I chose to directly append to
the XML.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the results of different segmentation and feature extraction
modules that can be stored in my model. In regards to segmentation, my flexible
framework allows the encoding of not only several layers (Figure 2.2(b)(c)(d)) of seg-
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(a) Original (b) gPb, 1st segmenta-
tion
(c) gPb, 2nd segmenta-
tion
(d) gPb, 3rd segmenta-
tion
(e) Mean Shift [85],
opacity=50%
(f) Normalized Cut [102] (g) Concept Occur. Vec-
tor [123]
(h) SIFT [79]
Figure 2.2: Creation of the possible segmentations and features stored in my image
abstraction for image (a). (b)(c)(d) represent the varying granularities of segmentation
where each region on each layer has associated color, texture, shape, etc. information
encoded with it. (e)(f)(g) display different image processing algorithms supported. (h)
displays SIFT features that can be encoded into my abstraction.
mentation detail, but also of completely different segmentation techniques [85, 102]
(Figure 2.2(e)(f)) as well. Alternatively, I could have chosen to encode edge informa-
tion from Sobel or Prewitt convolutions, block segmentations as seen in Figure 2.2(g)
[123], or more advanced image features, such as SIFT features [79] Figure 2.2(h). This
encoding stores SIFT histograms in the SVG, visualized by <circle> elements.
2.1.2 Interactive Image Annotation
Next, to further assist the user in providing semantic data, I define two methods to
interactively annotate image regions. The first method uses an active contour model
[61] to automate this task. The active contour model is a parametric curve, x(s) =
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(a) Flickr bounding boxes (b) Intermediate Active Contours (c) Final segmentation result
(d) Caltech 101 image (e) Superpixel gPb segmentation (f) Final segmentation ROI
Figure 2.3: Example of my annotation and segmentation processes for data collection.
(a)(b)(c) The active contour in this example uses the equal weight edge information from
the gPb and Mean Shift segmentation boundaries and assigns the manually obtained box
contour zero weight. Example of my segmentation assist action module using superpixels
on a Caltech 101 image. In figure (e), the green bounding box and foreground seeds outlined
in red are selected by the user. The superpixels outlined in gray intersect the bounding
box, creating my background seeds. The final region of interest (ROI) highlighted in red
in (f) is obtained from the min-cut between foreground and background.
[x(s), y(s)], s ∈ [0, 1], that deforms to minimize its total energy,
E =
1∫
0
1
2
[α|x′(s)|2 + β|x′′(s)|2] + Eext(x(s))ds (2.1)
where α and β are parameters that control the weighting of the active contour’s internal
energy terms related to curve tension and rigidity; Eext defines the external energy of
the contour derived from image information.
This method is able to utilize content information from previously encoded algo-
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rithms; either edges or region boundaries can be utilized in defining the active contour’s
external energy. It can be seen in Figure 2.3 that I can utilize existing rough bound-
ing boxes for automatic segmentation, or provide a rough outline of the object and
iteratively evolve the curve.
The second method uses an interactive conditional random field (CRF) [68] Graph
Cuts [14, 15] method. Particularly, I am interested in developing my algorithm on top of
an automatic segmentation method that partitions an image into small coherent groups,
e.g. superpixels [44, 119]. Consider the set of superpixels, S, and a neighborhood
system, N, of unordered neighboring pairs {s, q}. I map my superpixels to an undirected
graph G = 〈V,E〉 where V are the graph nodes corresponding to my s ∈ S, and E are
the undirected edges that connect these nodes, and I add two more terminal nodes,
S, T , the source (foreground) and sink (background). Let ls be the binary label {1, 0},
assigned to a superpixel s in S, where ls = 1 indicates the superpixel belongs to the
foreground and ls = 0 indicates the superpixel belongs to the background. Then, let
L = l1, l2, ...lS be the binary vector that assigns a label to all superpixels in S. I aim to
minimize the energy function,
E(L) =
∑
s∈S
Rs(ls) +
∑
{s,q}∈N
B{s,q} · δ(ls, lq) (2.2)
where
δ(ls, lq) =

1 if ls 6= lq
0 otherwise
(2.3)
Where Rs(ls) represents the region properties, or the costs associated with labeling a
superpixel to the foreground or background label ls, and B{s,q} represents the boundary
properties, or costs associated with assigning differing labels to neighboring superpixels,
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{s, q}.
Previously included with my region segmentation abstraction are the L∗a∗b∗ color
histograms whose distance between regions s and q can be computed via the χ2 measure,
χ2(s, q) =
1
2
K∑
k=1
[hs(k)− hq(k)]2
hs(k) + hq(k)
(2.4)
where hs and hq represent the histograms of s and q respectively, and K is the number
of bins in the histogram. With my neighborhood list and region distance measure, I
can compute B{s,q} based upon a CRF formulation,
B{s,q} = exp(
−∑3n=1 χ2n(s, q)
2σ2
) · λ{s,q}
dist(s, q)
(2.5)
where n represents the different color channels, λ{s,q} represents the neighbor border
length, and dist(s, q) is the Euclidean distance between the centroid points of the
regions. The exponential term encourages region coherency while the
λ{s,q}
dist(s,q) term acts
as a regularizing component, penalizing isolated regions and superpixel neighbors whose
centroids are large distances from each other. The σ term is a user defined parameter
that I set to 1/2.
For each superpixel, I encode its bounding box information in my SVG abstraction.
Then, the user indicates a region of interest on the image by interactively placing an
SVG rectangle bounding box. By computing the bounding box intersection between
the user rectangle and superpixel bounding boxes, I can discriminate between the su-
perpixels that lie outside the user’s rectangle, intersect the rectangle, and are fully
enclosed by the rectangle. The goal of my segmentation method is to assign a label
to all superpixels fully enclosed within the user provided rectangle that minimizes the
total energy. To initialize my algorithm, I use the superpixels that intersect the user
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rectangle as my background seeds and use several of the fully enclosed superpixels in-
teractively selected by the user as my foreground seeds. From my formulation, the
minimum energy cut is computed by a max-flow/min-cut algorithm [14] as shown in
Figure 2.3.
2.2 Crowdsourcing the Acquisition and Evaluation of Se-
mantic Data
Along with assisting the user to increase the image annotation accuracy and speed, I
seek to “parallelize” the acquisition of data across multiple users. Along with volunteers
that I recruit to provide high-level knowledge, I am interested in a broader, scalable
workforce. Due to my online abstraction, I am able to leverage online crowdsourcing
tools such as Amazon Mechanical Turk to gain access to thousands of workers.
Amazon Mechanical Turk is one of the most popular crowdsourcing platforms that
allow the completion of simple tasks that computers cannot automatically perform
(yet). Since I extensively use MTurk for my data collection purposes, I sought to learn
more about the demographics of the workers that I would be soliciting. Ross et al. [94]
recently performed a census of thousands of workers performing tasks between 2008-
2010 and reported the following worker statistics. The workers I recruit for my studies
are anonymous; thus, I assume that my results come from this general representation.
• 55% of workers are male, 45% of workers are female.
• The average age of a worker is 30.4 years old.
• 58% of workers have a Bachelors degree or higher.
• 46% of workers are from India, 39% are from the US.
• 39% of all workers make an annual income of $10k dollars or less.
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(a) Amazon Mechanical Turk Sample interface.
Figure 2.4: A screen shot from a sample HIT created for collecting semantic data using
my Markup SVG framework and Amazon Mechanical Turk. A user manually segments an
object and my system will evolve the contour using an active contour model to improve
the segmentation.
2.2.1 Image Annotation using MTurk
Visual object recognition, segmentation, and classification are simple tasks where hu-
mans still greatly outperform computers. The nature of these tasks, in combination
with my online abstraction and tool, produce ideal work units for the MTurk crowd-
sourcing platform. I create two types of HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks). The first
type of HIT is an object segmentation assignment where I ask a user to outline a specific
object within an image. Each HIT is described by a title and description, and priced
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typically between $0.05 to $0.25 per task. Each HIT has a specific set of instructions
along with visual examples of the expected quality of result on a sample image, see
Figure 2.4. The interface is easily designed through the Amazon HIT HTML editor,
with the additional ability to render IFRAME content for more complex web data. I
specifically require the workers have SVG enabled browsers. This disqualifies workers
using older or outdated versions of popular web browsers.
For quality assurance of the data collected, there are several popular techniques
employed in research projects. Quality assurance measures ensure that the workers
understand the task, and perform the task as it was intended. The primary strategy
is HIT redundancy where a researcher collects multiple annotations for each image.
Agreement across multiple users can be used as a measure to define correctness or
find outliers. Although this has the potential to automate the worker’s results, the
disadvantage to the researcher is the additional cost of task redundancy. For my image
annotation tasks, I request between 5-30 redundant annotations from unique workers.
2.2.2 Improving Existing Ground Truth Datasets using MTurk
The second type of HIT I developed was an evaluation assignment. I noticed significant
errors in the provided ground truth when visualizing the annotation data of several
standard datasets. This error was present in both polygonal representations, as well
as mask ground truth representations, see Figure 2.5(a) for polygonal and 2.5(c) for
mask ground truth. However, utilizing the existing capabilities of my framework and
computer aided methods, I am able to address this issue. I can use my active contour
segmentation assist method to refine the existing boundary to better fit the object
boundary, Figure 2.5(b)(d).
For the active contour method (reference 2.1.2), I utilize image edges and region
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(a) Caltech 101 ground truth polygon. (b) Markup SVG refined polygon.
(c) MSRC ground truth polygon. (d) Markup SVG refined polygon.
Figure 2.5: Ground truth polygon from the Caltech 101 dataset in (a) and the MSRC
dataset in (c). Refined ground truth by using Markup SVG and my active contour seg-
mentation module in (b)(d). My system is able to assist in the curvature issues seen in
manually created ground truth datasets and refine mask based ground truth.
boundaries to define the active contour’s external energy function Eext. For example,
I use a gPb segmentation and a Sobel edge method to define my Eext in a discrete
formulation as,
Eext = −(w1 · d(MgPb) + w2 · d(Msobel) + w3 · d(Mmanual)) (2.6)
where Mmethod represents the edge or object boundary described by the specified
method, and d(Mmethod) represents the distance transform of this edge information.
The Mmanual edge information typically comes from the original manually delineated
edges input by the ground truth. The weights, w, are user defined weights between 0
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and 1 that specify the confidence the user has in the edge boundaries of that specific
module. In the Caltech 101 dataset, the manual delineation is close to an edge so
the Mmanual would have a non-zero weight; however, in the MSRC data, the manual
delineation is relatively far from the ground truth edges. Thus, the weight of Mmanual
should be set closer to zero.
The results of my refined ground truth and the original ground truth are presented
to the worker and ask them to preform a visual assessment of the two outlines. Along
with 5 unique HIT redundancies, I also employ another method of quality assurance.
This strategy is referred to as the gold standard assurance measure [107], where known
images and their results are injected into the evaluation process. If the worker’s results
agree with the gold standard, I can have greater confidence that the additional work
performed by the worker is correct.
2.3 Experiments & Results
In my experiments, I first evaluated how effectively my tool could be used to collect
high-level semantic data from the general population. I was interested in several factors
including, how easy is my tool to use, how satisfied are the users with their segmentation
result, how much training is necessary to utilize the different methods available in my
tool, and does my tool more efficiently collect data over the current state-of-the-art.
For these experiments, I imported annotation data from Flickr, LabelMe, Lotus Hill,
and the Caltech 101 datasets and created their SVG abstractions. I also created SVG
abstractions and collected annotations for two previously unannotated datasets, ETHZ
Shape [42] and Corel 1K (WANG database).
For all datasets, I encode into my image abstraction four low level automatic seg-
mentation methods—three levels of detail from gPb and one from Mean Shift. I enable
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multiple methods of annotating the data including a high level manual region selection
module where the user can click and join segments together, a superpixel segmentation
assist method and the active contour assist method. The abstraction’s modules linked
their SVG documents to a MySQL database for fast indexing and storage, and the SVG
abstraction is parsed via XPath and XQuery.
Next, I present results of collecting high-level knowledge using various region seg-
mentation and annotation experiments.
2.3.1 Region Segmentation User Study 1
In my first segmentation study, I utilized the crowd-sourcing tool, Amazon Mechanical
Turk, to evaluate four of my segmentation methods. Given my SVG representation, I
am uniquely positioned to take advantage of the online environment for my evaluation
task. The four methods were a basic manual segmentation method, an online active
contour segmentation, a region grouping algorithm that merges superpixel regions, and
a superpixel segmentation method. I was interested in how long it would take for a
worker to be trained on how to use a particular segmentation method. I assigned each
segmentation method its own task, and for each of the tasks I asked 30 unique workers
to read instructions on how to use my tool. The instructions consisted of 3-5 steps with
illustrative examples. To ensure the quality of the user response, at the end, the user
is required to use my tool to segment a specific image that could only be segmented
properly if the worker fully comprehended how to use the segmentation method. I
collected data from 62 unique workers across all 120 tasks (an average of 1.94 tasks per
worker) and recorded their responses to three questions. First, how long did it take
the user to read and fully understand the instructions on how to use my tool. Second,
on a scale of 1-7 (1=very disappointed, 7=very satisfied), the user rated how satisfied
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they were with the final object outline. Third, on a scale of 1-7 (1=very difficult to use,
7=very easy to use), the user rated how easy it was to use my tool to obtain the object
outline. Workers also had the option of leaving general comments about my tool.
As expected, the training time for simple methods like the manual annotation
method took the least amount of time. On average it took 1.89 minutes for users
to fully understand how to use manual annotation methods. However, surprisingly,
my other more complex methods did not require much more training. The active con-
tour method took 2.35 minutes, the region grouping method took 2.05 minutes, and
the superpixel method took 2.34 minutes. In terms of computational time for each
method, naturally the manual method has no computational load, the active contour
method takes approximately 1-2 seconds to compute 30 deformation iterations, and the
superpixel method takes less than 1 second to perform the maxflow/mincut operation.
The region annotation method has no associated computation time, but does require
an automatic preprocessing segmentation.
In terms of satisfaction and ease of use with each method, I present the mean and
standard deviation in Figure 2.6. I note that these results are statistically significant
when evaluated by a single tailed T-test (paired). From my results, the manual method
is least favored both in satisfaction with the end outline and ease of use. Generally,
users preferred my region grouping method over all other methods; however, I note that
this algorithm is dependent on the correctness of the low level segmentation results,
and does not have the flexibility of my other online methods. Also, the feedback I
obtained through general comments were overwhelmingly positive, further validating
the usefulness of my segmentation methods. Some encouraging comments by MTurk
workers include,
• “This tool is really awesome. It saves a lots of time.”
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(a) Amazon Mechanical Turk Results.
Figure 2.6: Satisfaction (s) and Ease of use (e) responses for each of my segmentation
methods obtained through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The graph shows the average re-
sponse as well as the standard deviation across 30 unique users for each tool.
• “I use Photoshop and your program seems to be easier.”
• “Great tool. Keep up the good work.”
• “Your tests are one of the best ones I have taken, but they went like hot breads...”
• “The tool is pretty easy to use and the result is quite satisfying.”
2.3.2 Region Segmentation User Study 2
In my second user study, I performed an in-depth experiment measuring the usability
of my system versus the state-of-the-art LabelMe system in terms of mouse clicks, time,
segmentation accuracy satisfaction and ease of use. For this experiment, I randomly
chose 75 images from the Caltech 101 dataset from fifteen categories including, dol-
phins, pianos, laptops, staplers, etc. I recruited 11 users (6 females, 5 males) of varying
educational backgrounds, none of whom had any experience with computer vision al-
gorithms, nor had any experience with either my tool or the LabelMe tool. First, I
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trained them on my interface as well as LabelMe’s interface. Then, I compared the
total number of clicks it took the users to segment the object of interest from the image
and report them in Figure 2.7(a). For my system, Markup SVG, and LabelMe, I report
the average number of clicks across all subjects. I also report the number of clicks
from the original Caltech 101 images, but since there is no interface for the Caltech 101
dataset, I report the number of vertices on their ground truth polygon as the number
of user clicks needed manually delineate the ground truth segmentation.
Next, I timed the users from the time they first load the image to the time they
complete an object segmentation in both my system and the LabelMe system. The
results are presented in Figure 2.7(b). Finally, after segmenting the region, I asked
the users to evaluate the segmentation boundary accuracy and rate their experience
in terms of ease of use to achieve this boundary. The satisfaction and ease of use
results were recorded on a scale from 1 to 7 (1=very disappointed, 7=very satisfied)
and (1=very difficult to use, 7=very easy to use) respectively, and the user responses
are presented in Figure 2.7(c)(d).
From my results, I notice several interesting trends similar to my first segmentation
study. First, as anticipated, my system significantly reduces the number of clicks
necessary to delineate the boundary when compared to manual methods, LabelMe and
Caltech 101. I also see the ease of use of the Markup SVG system is significantly higher
than manual methods. Second, I see that in LabelMe, the time and number of clicks
required to segment objects is proportional to the complexity of the boundary. For
example, when segmenting a complex object like a piano or gramophone, the user time
increases and ease of use decreases. On the other hand, the users in my annotation tool
were less affected by the complexity of the object and were able to consistently maintain
a faster time and lower number of clicks. Third, I see the users are generally more
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(a) Click comparison. (b) Time (secs.) required to segment a region.
(c) Reported accuracy satisfaction. (d) Reported ease of use.
Figure 2.7: Click comparison (a), time(secs.) (b), segmentation accuracy satisfaction (c),
and ease of use (d) results on my user study between Markup SVG, LabelMe, and Caltech
101 (only click comparison) in 15 different object categories averaged on 11 different users.
satisfied with my computer assisted segmentation results than their manual attempts,
especially when dealing with high curvature objects. I attribute this improvement to
a manual approximation error akin to a discrete method approximating a continuous
function. Since the manual methods use straight lines between vertices, the user would
need to click numerous times in order to fit lines around curves. This issue became
more apparent in the discrepancy between the number of clicks performed by the users
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on the LabelMe tool versus the Caltech 101 dataset. I originally hypothesized that
the regions created by these two systems should be roughly equivalent. However, after
visualizing the results of the Caltech 101 dataset, it appears that the ground truth also
suffers from the same approximation errors that appeared in the LabelMe segmentation
results, see 2.5. I will discuss this further in my last experiment in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.3 ETHZ dataset annotation using Amazon Mechanical Turk
While the previous two experiments were concerned with evaluation of the methods and
improvements available through my system, in my third experiment, I aim to evaluate
my capability to collect high-level knowledge for an entire standard dataset. For this
experiment, I utilize Amazon Mechanical Turk to gather segmentation outlines for the
ETHZ Shape dataset. This set contains 255 (I use 242) images from five different
classes (apple logos, bottles, giraffes, cups, and swans). For redundancy, I published 5
HITs per image for a total of 1,210 HITs on Mturk. Within 3 hours and 11 minutes of
publishing my HITs, all 1,210 HITs were completed by 71 unique workers. The average
time spent per HIT was 1 minute 39 seconds, at a cost of 0.05 dollars per HIT. The
total cost for the annotations, plus processing fees was $66.55.
I was also interested in whether or not my semi-automatic segmentation algorithm
would be helpful in the segmentation task. My system uses the manual outline as an
initialization to my semi-automatic method and presents the user with both results i.e.
their manual annotation and the computer assisted annotation. Next, I ask the user
if the semi-automatic method outperforms their manual annotation. Once the user
completes the work, I collect and store both their manual polygon representation and
my computer generated polygon in a MySQL database and pay the worker a small sum
of money (0.05 dollars). A sample interface of my HIT can be seen in Figure 2.4. In 93
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(out of 242) images, at least one user believed that my computer assisted segmentation
outperformed their manual segmentation. This demonstrates that my semi-automatic
method is a useful and helpful addition for collecting ground truth segmentation data.
Figure 2.8: Example user annotations on the ETHZ shape dataset from Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. There are five annotators per image viewable by the different color outlines.
To ensure the accuracy of the worker’s segmentations, I issued five HITs per im-
age. I could reject or accept a segmentation based upon the agreement between users.
Additionally, I take the users history into account. Generally speaking, if the user has
performed the task correctly and accurately the first several times, I accept their sub-
sequent submissions. In Figure 2.8, I present some of the collected results with their
segmentations overlaid on top of the image.
2.3.4 Improvement, Evaluation, and Presentation of Ground Truth
While performing my previous experiments and comparing against ground truth seg-
mentations from standard datasets, I noticed that these “expert” annotations were far
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from perfect and, in some cases, quite poorly annotated. Using my semi-automatic seg-
mentation methods, I sought to both improve the region boundary annotations and in
the process standardize the representation and visualization of multiple datasets. For
this experiment, I took the ground truth representations from three standard datasets,
Caltech 101, MSRC, and Pascal VOC 2007 and present my results.
First, I applied my active contour segmentation to the given ground truth outline
on every image. I then created MTurk HITs to assess my computed results and the
original ground truth. The workers were given instructions to pick the better outline
where the definition of “better” was left up to the end user. There was also an option
to select that both outlines were of equal quality. A sample screen shot of my HIT can
be seen in Figure 2.9. Each HIT consisted of 4 randomly generated pairs of outlines,
and 1 gold standard pair. The gold standard outline pair acts as my experiment control
to ensure that the workers are performing the task correctly. This gold standard pair is
also randomly placed in my experiment so the workers do not know which tasks belong
to this set.
For the Caltech 101 dataset, I evaluate a subset of 400 images from eight different
categories. Along with my gold standard quality assurance, I issue five redundant HITs
for each image pair, for a total of 2000 image pair evaluations. Within 53 minutes of
issuing my tasks, all 2000 evaluations were completed by 64 unique workers. I paid $0.05
per HIT for a total cost of $22.00 ($2.00 fees to Mechanical Turk). For my results, I
compile only the results from workers who correctly answered my gold standard image
pair. This first quality assurance stage eliminates 78 HITs leaving 322 of 400 valid
HITs (80.5%). To compute which outline the workers believed was better, I used the
HIT redundancy mechanism and computed which outlines had a strict majority vote
among the remaining votes. In 40.31% of cases, my computed ground truth was voted
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(a) Amazon Mechanical Turk browser screen shot.
Figure 2.9: Preview of the Human Intelligence Task (HIT) created for evaluating the
ground truth generated by my algorithm versus the annotation provided from standard
datasets. The worker is told that there are subtle difference between annotations, and
asked which segmentation polygon they prefer. There is also an option to indicate that
these two are of equal quality.
as better than the previous ground truth from the standard dataset. In 23.75% of cases,
my ground truth was worse, and in 35.93% of the cases, there was no noticeable quality
difference between the two.
For the MSRC dataset, I evaluate a subset of 150 images from five categories. Again,
I issue five redundant HITs for a total of 750 image pair evaluations. The task was
completed in 86 minutes by 16 unique workers. Based upon my gold standard image
pair, I eliminated 67 HITs leaving 83 of 150 valid HITs (55.3%). In 37.11% of cases my
computed ground truth was voted as better than the previous ground truth, 30.49%
of cases there was no noticeable difference and in 32.4% my ground truth was rated
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worse. I summarize my results in Table 2.1 and present qualitative results on several
images in Figure 2.10.
Table 2.1: Evaluation results comparing my computed ground truth results to several
standard datasets. Percent results are show for workers who thought my computed ground
truth was better, worse, or equal to the standard set, and I also compute the average
overlap score between the two regions to quantify the amount of change.
dataset # pairs time % better % worse % equal overlap
Caltech 101 2000 53 min. 40.31 23.75 35.93 0.951
MSRC 750 86 min. 37.11 32.40 30.49 0.879
In summary, my online framework enables the easy collection, indexing, and visu-
alization of both image data and external knowledge collected from the crowds. This
tool can be used to further image understanding algorithms or build knowledge bases
ultimately used in image retrieval tasks.
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Figure 2.10: Pairs of images shown comparing the given ground truth (left image of pair)
and computed ground truth (right image of pair) These sample images have been taken
from various standardized image databases used for computer vision research.
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Chapter 3
Image Understanding using
Semantic Data
Gathering high-level knowledge is the first step towards semantic image understanding.
Once this information has been collected and indexed, the next step is utilizing this
information in computer vision algorithms and applications. In this chapter, I will
explore multiple methods of utilizing structured semantic data for image understanding.
In the first section, I will focus on the object localization task. Object localization is the
process of finding an object within an image and fitting a tight rectangular box around
the region of interest. Traditionally, for object localization and detection, researchers
have taken a supervised approach where algorithms are trained to look for a certain
pattern that represents the object. However, as the amount of digital image information
explodes, supervised approaches suffer from a lack of sufficient training information or
are burdened by expensive, tedious manual training. To address these issues, I propose
an object localization algorithm that utilizes ontological knowledge to transfer image
training between related object classes. My method is highly efficient with regard to
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its cost and search space, alleviating the image class training requirement of other
supervised approaches. In the following section, I will explore the image segmentation
task. The segmentation task attempts to find the exact pixel boundaries of an object
within an image. I will describe a method that uses shared image information within
sets of images to perform a simultaneous foreground object segmentation. Finally, I will
present some results from my novel techniques in utilizing ontological data to improve
these vision tasks and demonstrate the effectiveness of my framework.
3.1 Object Detection and Localization using Semantic Data
In the object detection task, I am developing algorithms that will automatically localize
an object within an image. The output of the algorithm will be a tight rectangular
bounding box that surrounds the object. In the typical object and face detection task, a
sliding window scanning algorithm approach is taken. Training is performed on object
classes to obtain a typical object template. Then, the sliding window approach is just
an exhaustive search of the image for possible object locations matches to the template
at multiple scales. Additional variables to the sliding window approach include the size
of the scanning window, the window step size, and the number of iterations. These
variables vary depending on the method and computational complexity. I deviate from
the typical detection task in three novel ways. (1) My framework alleviates the need for
individual class training necessary in traditional supervised detection and localization
algorithms. Rather, I rely on large amounts of related data and semantic relationships
between classes. (2) My framework is computationally efficient, taking only a fraction
of the time and number of computations than the state of the art. (3) My method is
quantitatively and qualitatively more accurate than the state of the art. My method
utilizes knowledge transfer between related object classes defined by ImageNet. I will
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first briefly describe ImageNet, an ontology capable of providing the semantic data and
relationships I require.
3.1.1 ImageNet Ontology
ImageNet was created by Deng et al. [31] and it is an image database based upon
the nouns of the WordNet ontology. This hierarchy has over 14 million images and
an average of five hundred images per node. The hierarchy defines parent, sibiling,
and child relationships between nodes. A visualization of a branch of the ImageNet
hierarchy from the top node to leaf node can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Two root-to-leaf branches of ImageNet from Deng et al. [31]. This figure
displays 9 randomly sampled images from each synset.
The images were collected through keyword search on various internet image search
engines. Once candidate images were collected, the accuracy of the images are vali-
dated through a convincing majority of human annotators through Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Additionally, for a subset of some synsets, the bounding boxes of the object are
collected. I demonstrate the use of both the semantic hierarchy and user provided
bounding boxes in my object detection task.
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3.1.2 Overview of my Object Localization Algorithm
I download the images from ImageNet for multiple synsets with the goal of localizing
the objects within these synsets. Given a test set of images, I first find related groups
of synsets, either child-parent or sibling synsets. These related images will serve as the
basis for my object localization algorithm performed on the test set of images. Then,
from the related synsets, I extract a global visual feature vector based upon the color
and texture for all the images. Several images in these collections will have ground
truth bounding box information provided by ImageNet. From the labeled bounding
box area, I also extract a targeted visual feature vector of color and texture. Now,
given a new test image known to belong to a related synset, I can predict where the
object is located first using a global image match to find candidate bounding boxes,
and then a targeted visual match to the given ground truth. In the following sections,
I will elaborate on these steps.
3.1.3 Visual Feature Extraction and Representation
Through my research, and as exhibited in many previous works, I have found that both
color and texture features are necessary to represent the visual cues present in images.
Furthermore, the relative size and position of visual characteristics are an important
cue necessary in an effective feature representation. Thus, I utilize a spatial pyramid
of color and texture features as described in Lazebnik et al. [70]. This spatial pyramid
representation is able to preserve the geometric correspondence of visual features.
Color features - Color plays an important role in image identification and classi-
fication. Thus, I extract pyramid color histogram features, PLAB, from an image to
represent various color regions. I convert the pixel colors into the perceptually uniform
L∗a∗b∗ color space. A property of this color space is that a small change in the color
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value corresponds to about the same small change in visual appearance. My PLAB
descriptor is also able to represent local image color and its spatial layout. For each
channel (L∗, a∗, or b∗) of the color space, I extract 3 pyramid levels, with a 16 bin
histogram from each region. A pyramid is constructed by splitting the image into rect-
angular regions, increasing the number of regions at each level. Thus, a single channel
histogram consists of 336 bins, and my complete PLAB descriptor consists of 1008 bins.
Texture features - Texture features play an important role in representing various
patterns and edge characteristics. Similar to my color features, I represent texture as a
pyramid histogram of oriented gradients, or PHOG feature [12]. The PHOG descriptor
represents local image shape and its spatial layout. The shape correspondence between
two images can be measured by the distance between their PHOG descriptors using
a spatial pyramid kernel. To extract the PHOG descriptors from an image or image
region, I first compute the gradient response using a sobel edge filter. If I use an 8 bin
orientation histogram over 4 levels, the total vector size of my PHOG descriptor for
each image is 680 bins. For an illustration of my PLAB and PHOG feature, see Figure
5.3.
Fast feature extraction using Integral Histograms - As I will describe later,
I will need to extract the PLAB and PHOG histograms for multiple areas within an
image. Thus, a fast feature extraction method is necessary for efficient computations
of my visual features. I utilize a data structure and algorithm, Integral Histograms [?
], computed by the VLFeat [117] open source library. The Integral Histograms can be
thought of as an array of accumulated Integral Images popularized by Viola and Jones
[122]. By utilizing this framework, I am able to drastically reduce the time required to
extract multiple windows of features from a test image.
Image similarity measurement - To compute the image similarity, I use a
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Figure 3.2: The PLAB and PHOG features the region of interest indicated by the green
bounding boxes. The PLAB vector is displaying the L channel at three levels of scale. The
PHOG descriptor is computed over the edges of the image on four levels.
weighted sum of the similarities between the two images’ color and texture features.
The cost function that measures this dissimilarity, or distance, is defined as,
Cs(X,Y ) = λ(d(X
c, Y c)) + (1− λ)(d(Xt, Y t)) (3.1)
Where X,Y represent two distinct images, Xc, Y c are the PLAB color feature vectors
of X and Y , and Xt, Y t are the PHOG texture features of X and Y respectively. The
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distance between feature vectors is computed by d, and the λ term weighs the influence
of the two features on the final similarity computation. I set λ to maintain an equal
weight between the color and texture features.
For the distance measure between two histogram-like feature vectors, hX and hY , I
use the χ2 measure defined as,
d(hX , hY ) = χ
2(hX , hY ) (3.2)
Where K is the total number of bins present in the feature vectors.
3.1.4 Finding the Object’s Bounding Box
Given a new image my goal is to annotate a tight bounding box around the object
of interest. Instead of using traditional sliding window approaches, I take a different
approach to the region of interest detection problem. My approach is a data driven,
knowledge transfer method; I rely on manually labeled related images with delineated
rectangular regions of interest in order to find a suitable bounding box for the region
of interest on a semantically related image. To be more specific, I do not require any
training from the class of images that I am trying to label. I only require a sample of
labeled images on a closely related (sibling or parent) set of images. From these images,
I am able to extract enough information to make a decision on the input image.
I will refer to this step in my algorithm as my top match method, and is defined
as the following. Given a new image, I extract the color and texture features from
the whole image and compute the image similarity between this image and every other
image in the semantically related ground truth by Equation 3.1. I sort the list of images
in the database by decreasing similarity and extract the top M matching images. These
images should globally resemble the test image; however, there is no guarantee that the
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object region of the top images match the location and size of the test image. Thus, I
only use the top M matching images for their annotated ROI and use these ROIs as
candidate bounding boxes. I denote the top M matching images’ ROIs as Bm where
m = [1...M ], and my ground truth bounding boxes as Dn, where n = [1...N ]. Then, for
every candidate bounding box, I recompute the color and texture features of the test
image inside the candidate ROI. I then compute the similarity between each candidate
bounding box and every ground truth ROI in my semantically related set of images.
Among the MXN comparisons, I find the pair of ROIs that gives the smallest distance,
and the candidate ROI in this pair will be my final ROI for the test image.
Mathematically speaking, I choose the minimum distance bounding box pair to
obtain my final ROI, Bˆm,
< Bˆm, Dˆn >= arg min
<Bm,Dn>
Cs(Dn, Bm) n ∈ [1...N ],m ∈ [1...M ] (3.3)
Often times the difference between the top choice and next few lowest distance
matches is quite small indicating that the top several choices are all good candidates for
the object’s bounding box. Thus, I incorporate the top 5 matches in my top 5 average
method. This algorithm selects the top 5 ROIs with minimum distance according to
Equation 5.1 and averages the x and y bounding box coordinates to obtain the final
result. As I demonstrate later, this algorithm typically generates superior results.
In the next section, I move towards a more specific localization in a cosegmentation
framework.
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3.2 Image Segmentation using Semantic Data
Given the knowledge that the same or similar objects appear in a set of images, my
goal is to simultaneously segment that object from the set of images. To solve this
problem, known as the cosegmentation problem, I present a method based upon hier-
archical clustering. The leaf nodes of the ImageNet hierarchy contain images of specific
nouns from the WordNet ontology. This data and knowledge provides the necessary
information regarding the image content for my algorithm to perform an accurate
foreground-background image segmentation. My framework first eliminates intra-class
heterogeneity in a dataset by clustering similar images together into smaller groups.
Then, from each image, my method extracts multiple levels of segmentation and cre-
ates connections between regions (e.g. superpixel) across levels to establish intra-image
multi-scale constraints. Next I take advantage of the information available from other
images in my group. I design and present an efficient method to create inter-image rela-
tionships, e.g. connections between image regions from one image to all other images in
an image cluster. Given the intra & inter-image connections, I perform a segmentation
of the group of images into foreground and background regions. Finally, I compare
my segmentation accuracy to several other state-of-the-art segmentation methods on
standard datasets, and also demonstrate the robustness of my method on ImageNet
leaf nodes.
My method is an efficient spectral segmentation framework that is robust on single
images as well as across large scale, heterogeneous weakly supervised datasets. Several
works utilized superpixels, or larger coherent regions within images, to speed up the
cosegmentation problem [59, 65], but remain solely in one superpixel dimension; they do
not further take into account the benefits of a hierarchical or multiscale representation
as shown by Cour et al. [26]. Further, effective and efficient inter-image connections are
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continuing research problems [112] with cosegmentation. In my work I directly address
these issues in a hierarchial clustering framework. I am able to intuitively encapsulate
local affinities within an image, constraints across different hierarchical segmentations,
and global affinities efficiently connected across images.
I will utilize the normalized cut criterion to solve for an optimal partitioning of an
image into foreground and background regions. I construct a graph G = (V,E,W ),
with graph nodes V , graph edge E, and affinity W (i, j) which measures the likelihood
that node i and j belong to the same class. Let D be a diagonal matrix where D(i, i) =∑
jW (i, j). Let X be a N × 2 partition matrix where X ∈ {0, 1}N×2, and X(i, c) be
the indicator function that equals 1 if node i ∈ Vc (i.e. belongs to partition c), and 0
otherwise. The 2-way normalized cuts criterion can be expressed as the optimization
of X,
maximize (X) =
1
2
2∑
c=1
XTc WXc
XTc DXc
s.t.X ∈ {0, 1}N×2
X12 = 1N
(3.4)
Where 1N is a N × 1 vector of all 1’s. This system can be relaxed into a constrained
eigenvalue problem and solved by linear algebra as shown by Yu and Shi [132].
3.2.1 Cosegmentation Methodology
To handle a large number of images and high variability within these images I first per-
form a series of pre-processing steps, including global image clustering, and hierarchical
superpixel segmentation. After the preprocessing steps, I build a normalized Laplacian
matrix, constrained by my superpixel hierarchy and weighted by both intra-image and
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inter-image connections. Finally, I solve for the first K(= 2) eigenvectors of my graph
Laplacian matrix utilizing an efficient optimization method shown to be linear to the
number of pixels (in my case superpixels).
3.2.2 Clustering for Intra-class Heterogeneity
Although the images in weakly supervised data belong to the same class, intra-class
variability may be detrimental to the cosegmentation problem [65, 121]. In order to
deal with large datasets with large intra-class variability, I first perform an image level
clustering on the dataset. For each image I in the dataset, I extract three global image
features, a pyramid of LAB colors, a pyramid of HOG features, and a histogram of
SURF features. The pyramid of LAB and HOG features are identical to the features
extracted and describe in Section 3.1.3, thus I only describe the histogram of SURF
features below.
Histogram of SURF features The SURF feature [6] (Speeded Up Robust Fea-
ture) is a scale and rotation invariant detector and descriptor. I detect and extract
SURF features across an entire dataset. Using k -means, I vector quantize the SURF
vectors into a codebook containing 1000 visual words.
With these three feature descriptions, I can perform an image level k -means clus-
tering to split the dataset into several groups, G. On a large dataset, I typically assign
k in order to have 10-20 images per group. By performing cosegmentation on these
smaller groups I can increase the accuracy of my final result.
3.2.3 Superpixel segmentation
For every image in the dataset, I perform a low level segmentation of my image into
several hierarchical layers, l = 1..L, where in my experiments I set the number of layers
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Figure 3.3: A hierarchical superpixel segmentation of a bird image using gPb-owt-ucm
into four layers. The bottom layer l(= 1) (left) is the most detailed; whereas, the top layer
l(= 4) (right) is most coarse. Additionally, on the top layer, I visualize the SURF features
present in the highlighted region.
(L = 4). Any hierarchical segmentation method can be used; however, I have found
that the gPb-owt-ucm [1] method produces the best results. Using the gPb-owt-ucm
segmentation, the bottom layer, l = 1, typically contains 300-500 superpixels, whereas
the very top layer, l = 4, typically contains 5-15 regions, see Figure 3.3.
For each superpixel region, I extract 2 histogram features and 4 scalar features.
These features are 32-bin LAB color histogram (one for each channel), 64 bin codebook
histogram of SURF features, centroid x position, centroid y position, superpixel area,
and superpixel eccentricity.
3.2.4 Intra-image Edge Affinity
Within each hierarchical segmentation layer, I define an edge affinity between neigh-
boring superpixels. The similarity of superpixels is determined by comparing their
corresponding LAB color histograms, weighted by the length of the shared border be-
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tween superpixels. Mathematically speaking, I define the edge affinity as,
W (i, j) =
α(i, j)∑
k∈Ni α(i, k)
∗ e−||χ2(Ai,Aj)||2/σA (3.5)
Where α(i, j) represents the shared border between superpixels, i and j, A represents
the 3 channel LAB color histogram of the superpixel, σA represents the variance of all
distances bewtween color/surf historgams, A, and Ni represents the neighbors of i. For
the distance measure between two histogram-like feature vectors, hX and hY , I use the
χ2 measure.
To obtain the shared border length between two superpixels, I first represent the
superpixel regions as a connected component matrix, C, with each superpixel region
having a distinct superpixel id. Then, I can compute the gray level co-occurance matrix
(GLCM) over the matrix of size n ×m, where the n is equal to the image height (in
pixels) and m is equal to the image width. The GLCM value, and equivalently the
shared border is computed by,
α(i, j) =
n∑
p=1
m∑
q=1
 1, if C(p,q) = i and C(p+1,q+1) = j0, otherwise (3.6)
To incorporate the various segmentation layers of an image into my system, I utilize
a multiscale normalized cuts approach [26] and augment the partitioning matrix in
Equation 3.4 to become Xl ∈ {0, 1}Nl×K at hierarchial layer l, Xl(i, c) = 1 if the
superpixel node i ∈ Vc. The hierarchical partitioning matrix X and affinity matrix W
are defined as,
X =

X1
...
XL
 ,W =

W1 0
. . .
0 WL
 , (3.7)
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I build a constraint such that the smaller superpixels in a lower segmentation layer
should have some sort of class consistency with the encompassing superpixel in the
higher layer. Therefore, I define a child/parent relationship where the child of superpixel
i is defined as d ∈ Di, where the area of d is completely enclosed by the area of i, and
d and i exist in neighboring layers, i.e. ld = li − 1. This definition assumes that
the low level segmentation method to create the superpixels has the property that any
superpixel in the lower segmentation layer has one and only one parent. In other words,
the outer superpixel borders of Di equal the borders of i.
I can now define the relationship between two layers by measuring the fractional
area of a child node in relation to its parent area, using constraint matrix, Cl,l+1 of size
Nl+1 ×Nl, defined as,
Cl,l+1(d, i) =
 Ad/Ai if d ∈ Di0 otherwise (3.8)
Where the area of superpixel d and i are represented by Ad,Ai, respectively, and the
constraint across hierarchical layers in image I is defined as,
C =

C1,2 − I2 0
. . .
. . .
0 CL−1,L − IL
 ,
s.t. CX = 0
(3.9)
I will see in the following sections how the constraint matrix can be used to project my
result into a feasible solution space.
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of my constructed graph between two images. An image
is hierarchically segmented into a number of layers where the intra-image affinities, W ,
are defined between neighboring superpixels, weighted by the length of the shared border
shown in red. The hierarchical constraints between layer segmentations are illustrated by
the yellow connections. These connections are defined in my constraint matrix, C. The
inter-image affinities, R, are made between images at their coarsest level of segmentation.
A fully connected graph is considered and then the number of edges are trimmed, as
illustrated in green. (Note: yellow and green connections are visualizations and not the
actual edges).
3.2.5 Inter-image Edge Affinity
Just as I am able to simultaneously segment multiple layers within an image, I seek to
simultaneously segment a set of images. Let I1..G denote the images in a cluster group.
I again augment my weight matrix, W matrix, by putting the W 1..G’s from each image
on the diagonal, and augment my constraint matrix, C, in the same way. Similarly, I
extend my partitioning matrix to encompass all the superpixels from all the hierarchical
layers within group, G. My new formation becomes,
X =

X1
...
XG
 ,W =

W 1 R
. . .
RT W G
 , C =

C1 0
. . .
0 CG
 , (3.10)
Where R is a sparse matrix that describes my inter-image relationships. This final
representation can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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If I were to augment my weight matrix and solve the normalized cut, without includ-
ing the constraint matrix, all the superpixels in my image group would be considered
independently (similar to the approach by [59]). This is because I lose the intra-image
connections across layers. However, simply adding the hierarchical layer constraints
matrix results in a trivial solution where the separation of classes occurs at image
boundaries, rather than within images.
In order to propagate the cut inside the individual images, connections must be
made between images. Unfortunately, there are no explicit relationships that exist
between images as I saw before with the hierarchical layer constraint. Assuming a
dataset containing images of n×m pixels, the number of possible connections between
every pixel in each images becomes O(n2m2), which is impractical (and in most cases,
nonsensical) to implement. Thus, I exploit my layered segmentation hierarchy to create
efficient inter-image weight connections. At the l(= 4) level, where the typical number
of regions ranges between 5-15 total regions, I consider a fully connected graph, where
each large region is connected to every other l(= 4) level within my dataset. The
weights of these edges are computed by the region affinities defined by,
R(i, j) = β(i, j) ∗ e−λ1
||χ2(Ai,Aj)||2
σA
−λ2 ||χ
2(Si,Sj)||2
σS
−λ3F (i,j) (3.11)
Where S represents a 128 bin histogram containing the frequency of SURF responses
in my codebook. The three scalar value affinities e.g. x,y centroid positions and
eccentricity, are contained in a vector F , where the difference is measured by euclidean
distance,
F (i, j) = ||Fi − Fj ||2/σF (3.12)
In my experiments, I set the λ1, λ2, λ3 = 1. For the edge weight strength between
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two regions, I define β(i, j) as the symmetric strength determined by the total affinity
weight of image I and image J, divided by the number of edge connections between the
two images, i.e.,
β(i, j) = β(I, J) =

∑
W I+
∑
W J
IN4×JN4 , if β(I, J) > t
0, otherwise
(3.13)
Where i ∈ I and j ∈ J. Recall that N4 indicates the total number of superpixels in
L = 4. Additionally, t is an adaptive threshold on β(I, J) that trims the total number
of connections between images to maintain only the top matching cases (∼40%). This
threshold has the benefit of maintaining smoothness in my final resulting segmentation.
If too many opposite labeled neighborhood connections are made, superpixel islands
have a tendency to appear.
3.2.6 Graph Cosegmentation
Finally, I can solve for my binary partition matrix X. Let P = D−
1
2WD−
1
2 be the
normalized affinity matrix. As I can see, all of the images in my group are contained
in my affinity matrix; therefore, my system has the benefit of computing an image
segmentation across all images simultaneously. I incorporate my intra-image constraint
C by creating Q as a projector onto the solution space,
Q = I −D− 12CT (CD−1CT )−1CD− 12 (3.14)
I solve the matrix QPQ for the first K(= 2) eigenvectors V as described by the general
Rayleigh-Ritz Theorem in [132]. Because V is continuous, I normalize V and search for
the best rotation to a discrete solution X. Thus, my final solution satisfies the binary
and exclusion constraints in equation 3.4. Also, the solution to QPQ is shown to be
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linear to the number of superpixels if Q is expanded to a chain of smaller matrix-vector
operations [26]. Thus, I can efficiently compute the cosegmentation over large groups
of images. I note that with my formulation, it is trivial to extend my formulation to
find more than 2 graph partitions, e.g. K > 2.
3.3 Experiments & Results
For my experiments in utilizing semantic data for image understanding, I demonstrate
my capabilities on two important and difficult vision tasks. In the first task I utilize the
synsets of ImageNet in my object detection knowledge transfer task. In the second task,
I utilize the standard MSRC dataset as well as ImageNet to highlight the capabilities
of my semantic cosegmentation process.
3.3.1 Results on Object Localization
To evaluate how well my object detection method works, I randomly select eight synsets
from ImageNet that contain bounding box information for sibling and parent synsets.
These leaf nodes contain a total of 11,175 images with 2,108 ground truth bounding
boxes collected from human annotators. For every image, I extract the global feature
vector based upon my PLAB and PHOG descriptors. I do the same feature extraction
process for every ground truth bounding box. I compare my object detection process
described in Section 3.1.4, to the state of the art knowledge transfer for object local-
ization work from Guillaumin and Ferrari [50]. The bounding box results from this
method are obtained from the author’s publicly available webpage.
In Table 3.1, I present a quantitative comparison between two of my proposed
methods and the state of the art. I compute the overlap score of my segmentation
with ground truth defined as |R1∩R2||R1∪R2| . Also known as the Jaccard coefficient, this
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Table 3.1: Results on several synsets from the ImageNet dataset. I compare the overlap
score of my method to another state of the art algorithm for large scale knowledge transfer
and also to other proposed methods.
synset # imgs. T5 Avg. T1 Max KnTrans.[50]
n02414209 180 0.624 0.562 0.465
n02413131 60 0.648 0.580 0.660
n02454379 475 0.455 0.426 0.418
n02455135 61 0.690 0.617 0.638
n02456275 30 0.680 0.668 0.601
n02981792 434 0.588 0.539 0.505
n04483307 409 0.581 0.512 0.398
n02356798 459 0.557 0.476 0.554
quantitative evaluation metric is used by the PASCAL VOC community and commonly
used for other region comparisons. In nearly all categories, my top 5 average method
outperforms the other algorithms. A qualitative comparison of all methods is presented
in Figure 3.5. In this figure, five randomly selected images and the computed bounding
boxes are shown. For two of the five images, I drill down further to investigate how
the top 5 average method was computed. The top five matches that are averaged are
presented in Figure 3.6.
Because my method relies on previously seen data, I am able to take advantage of
inherent properties and characteristics of the photos and objects. First, I only need
to compute and check (M = 100) different candidate bounding boxes. This is because
inherently, my method captures the location and scale distribution of typical objects of
an image class. This is drastically reduced from traditional sliding windows which must
explore a huge parameter space. Secondly, due to my use of ontological knowledge, I
am able to repurpose a small number of annotated images to a larger set of unlabeled
images. Knowledge transfer from one class to another reduces the number of total
annotated images necessary for the object detection task. As the quantitative (Table
3.1) and qualitative (Figure 3.5) results show, I am able to outperform the state of the
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Ground Truth Top 5 Avg. Top Match KnTrans. [50]
Figure 3.5: Ground truth bounding box shown in column (a). Column (b) and (c) are
my proposed methods and (d) is the large scale knowledge transfer algorithm [50]. My
best results are presented in (b) which displays the average bounding box from the top five
matches.
art in object localization by knowledge transfer.
On the negative side, because my method inherently captures the bias of a class of
objects, I have difficulty detecting abnormalities or unusual objects in images. If the
annotated ground truth provided by ImageNet does not contain anything similar to
the test image, chances are the object detection algorithm that I describe will fail. In
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(a) Top 5 bounding box matches with lowest distance.
(b) Top 5 bounding box matches with lowest distance.
Figure 3.6: The top five matches used to create the final result presented in Figure 3.5.
These top five bounding boxes have the lowest distance as computed using the color and
texture features to the ground truth of a semantically related image. The bounding box
coordinates are averaged to achieve the final result.
these cases, it would be better to explore more exhaustive search algorithms, such as
the traditional sliding window approach.
I compare the time and computational cost of my method to the state of the art. In
[50], the knowledge transfer algorithm utilizes LAB histograms, a visual bag-of-words
[134] approach, and HOG [27] feature for the appearance calculation. The time taken
to compute these features requires 5-6 seconds of precomputation and approximately
1second to extract the features from 1000 candidate windows.
In contrast, my method considers only a fraction of candidate windows (100 versus
1000) to obtain my results. My precomputation of my Integral Histograms for both the
PLAB and PHOG features takes 2-3 seconds, but only takes a matter of milliseconds to
compute the features on the hundred candidate windows necessary for my framework.
3.3.2 Results on Image Segmentation
I perform experiments on two datasets, the MSRC [127] dataset and ImageNet [31].
The MSRC dataset contains 591 images from 23 object classes. Additionally, the
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pixel level ground truth labeling is given. Because ground truth is not available for
ImageNet, I will utilize the bounding boxes provided by ImageNet users as my ground
truth labeling. I again utilize the overlap score for my quantitative results.
MSRC dataset
For the MSRC dataset, I ran experiments on 13 classes of images containing 30 images
each. For the experiments, I randomly select 100 pairs of images within a class and
perform a cosegmentation on these pairs. I report the mean overlap score in Table
3.2 with comparisons against 2 state of the art methods in cosegmentation [59, 65].
For two of the methods [59, 65], I ran identical experiments to ours with their publicly
available code. In both cases, I used their default parameters, but in the code of [65], the
default number of segments was k=4. To come up with a final foreground, background
segmentation using this method, I chose the best combination of regions as the final
segmentation for their result. Also, for this method, I use Turbopixels [73] to generate
the underlying superpixel representation as this was the default method included with
their code. For [59], there was no specified default superpixel code, so for this method,
I utilized the same superpixel code as used by my method, gPb-owt-ucm [1].
In addition to several cosegmentation methods in Table 3.2, I also report the results
of my method using only a single image. As a baseline comparison for my single image
implementation, I also compare with MNcut [26]. For the single image algorithms, I
set k=2 and choose the region that provides the best accuracy to the ground truth.
As shown in Table 3.2, my multi-image cosegmentation method consistently scores
among the top performers in nearly all categories. Additionally, my single image seg-
mentation is an improvement from the traditional MNcut algorithm in all categories
but one. Of particular interest is the signs category where both single image methods
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Table 3.2: Results on several classes from the MSRC dataset. I compare the overlap score
of my method to three other state of the art algorithms for automatic image segmentation.
Multi
image
Single
image
CoSand
[65]
DClust
[59]
MNcut
[26]
Bike 0.421 0.395 0.423 0.420 0.408
Bird 0.328 0.295 0.317 0.303 0.281
Car 0.544 0.495 0.562 0.616 0.435
Cat 0.446 0.403 0.417 0.409 0.376
Chair 0.429 0.410 0.399 0.423 0.332
Cow 0.523 0.508 0.401 0.355 0.389
Dog 0.421 0.389 0.419 0.453 0.322
Face 0.376 0.355 0.367 0.394 0.339
Flower 0.589 0.537 0.538 0.431 0.451
Plane 0.327 0.295 0.351 0.265 0.273
Sheep 0.621 0.591 0.438 0.361 0.417
Sign 0.533 0.601 0.517 0.526 0.588
Tree 0.612 0.585 0.589 0.620 0.473
(my single image method and MNcut) are more accurate than all three cosegmenation
methods. Here, it appears that the sign images stand out well on their own, but when
coupled with another random sign image, the cosegmentation accuracy drops. A fea-
sible explanation may be that signs were designed in the real world to, 1. stand out
from their surroundings to be easily seen, and 2. not look like other signs so they can
be quickly and easily distinguishable from each other. From my quantitative evidence,
it appears that these signs are well designed for real world use.
For my qualitative results, I provide a visual comparison of my method in Figure
3.7. To obtain these results, I cluster the images in the dataset, using the method
described in Section 3.2.2, such that the number of images in each cluster ranges from
4-8 images. Given a group, G, I cosegment the images in that group, and visualize the
results of one of the images in that group. All cosegmentation methods are given the
same images as their input. Similar to my quantitative results, I also show my single
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image results with a comparison to multiscale normalized cuts.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Original Image Multi image CoSand [65] DClust [59] Single image MNcut [26]
Figure 3.7: Original image shown in column (a). Column (b), (c), and (d) are results
from multi image cosegmentation methods, where (b) is my method, (c) is from [65] and
(d) is [59]. For these results, I cluster the MSRC dataset into k = 5 groups, resulting in an
average of 6 images per group. These groups are cosegmented, and a random image from
one of the groups is displayed here. In (e) & (f) I show results from single image spectral
decompositions where my result is in (e) and the baseline algorithm, MNcut [26], is shown
in (f).
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ImageNet dataset
To evaluate my framework on more diverse, large scale datasets, I chose to test on
ImageNet. Because the images collected by ImageNet are categorized into synsets, I
am able to view synset groups as weakly supervised datasets. For my experiments,
I randomly selected six synsets that contained over 1,000 images each. I randomly
select a subset of 200 images from each synset where ground truth bounding boxes are
available and cluster them into homogeneous groups that typically contain 10-20 images.
My clustering step has both a computational and accuracy benefit. Computationally,
it reduces the number of images and inter-image connections in my cosegmentation.
Without this significant reduction, I would need to perform more aggressive pruning in
Equation 3.13, or produce a more coarse segmentation at the highest level to improve
scalability. In terms of accuracy, the clustering step typically improves the overlap score
by 1-5%. A more significant accuracy improvement is not observed because my inter-
image affinities already drop weak connections that exist between dissimilar images.
I present my multi image and single image results in Table 3.3, and compare with the
results of CoSand and multiscale normalized cuts. For large databases such as these, I
perform the superpixel segmentations and feature extraction steps offline. Additionally,
I can save more time by precomputing the W matrix for each image. Thus, the only
computation that is variable in my cosegmentation are the inter-image edges, that will
change with different groups or numbers of images. Typically this precomputation step
takes 10-15 minutes per group of 10 images on an Intel Xeon 2.53 GHz processor with
24 GBs of RAM. I store these features in a MySQL database for fast indexing and
retrieval. After performing these steps, the cosegmentation of a group of 10 clustered
images can be performed in 30-60 seconds. Several examples can be seen in Figure 3.8.
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Table 3.3: Results on several synsets from the ImageNet dataset. I compare the overlap
score of my method to CoSand and MNcut.
Multi
image
CoSand
[65]
Single
image
MNcut
[26]
cannon1 0.429 0.431 0.367 0.332
chihuahua2 0.503 0.490 0.462 0.453
hammer3 0.459 0.428 0.432 0.411
pineapple4 0.525 0.486 0.427 0.403
stingray5 0.461 0.529 0.442 0.405
tennis ball6 0.482 0.446 0.382 0.351
synsets: 1n02950826, 2n02085620, 3n03481172, 4n07753275, 5n01498041, 6n04409515
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8: (a) Original images from ImageNet with superpixel segmentations (b) and
final results (c). These pairs of images belonged to the same clustered group.
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Chapter 4
Large Scale Image Retrieval via
Semantic Assistance
The next and final step that I explore is the retrieval of images from a large collection
of images. All the techniques to collect data and analyze images incorporate various
steps in the image retrieval process. I will first explore an image retrieval framework
built around a clean dataset with only a few degrees of freedom. This framework will
detect human faces on a dataset of photos known to contain celebrities in a fairly
standard pose. There are only a few degrees of freedom because face detection is a
well researched problem, and the pose based upon the human body is restricted. My
second retrieval framework attempts to retrieve images from a noisy dataset and where
the image contents are unknown. This significantly increases the complexity of the
problem. For this framework, I collect images from Flickr for several landmark statues
and buildings and analyze the images to detect the foreground object and classify
attributes about the image. For both of these frameworks, I take my semantic retrieval
representation a step further. I incorporate outside knowledge obtained from existing
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sources of information to enhance the capabilities of my search.
4.1 Linked Data for Image Retrieval
Effectively searching through a large collection of images is a very difficult problem.
Current efficient methods of image search rely on textual cues such as image tags or file-
names for indexing and retrieval. Beyond the content within an image, a user typically
brings prior knowledge into a search query that adds another layer of complexity to
the image search problem. For example, a query for the, “44th president of the United
States”, and a query for, “Barack Obama” should produce identical search results, even
though the query string is completely different. I propose a system, VIPs, that aims to
address these problems. Specifically, my system, (1) defines a visual person ontology,
(2) translates low level image features to semantic properties and, (3) links image con-
tent to existing web ontological data. Using my system on a database of public figures
and celebrity images, I can perform a variety of interesting semantic image searches.
4.1.1 Incorporation of Image Semantics using Ontologies
In the first step of my VIPs system, I develop image processing methods to locate
regions of interest (ROIs) in an image, e.g. face, mouth, torso, etc. In the second
step, I propose a property reasoner that specifically translates low level image features
extracted from ROIs into semantic concepts, e.g. person is facing to the left, or wearing
a tie. These semantic concepts can be related to OWL object and datatype properties.
OWL object properties are relations between classes whereas datatype properties are
relations between classes and RDF literals or XML schema datatypes. In the third
step, I develop a person-centric image ontology that imports existing web ontologies.
Finally, given my generated knowledge base, I can perform semantic content based
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Figure 4.1: Overall framework of my VIPs system. In step 1, I find the regions of interest
(ROIs) within the image. In step 2, I perform reasoning on the ROIs using my Property
Reasoner. In step 3, I map my properties to the DBpedia Ontology. Photograph of Natalie
Portman courtesy of makoto2007 from Wikimedia Commons.
image searches within my database of VIPs. In this section, I describe the overall
framework in more detail. An illustration of the VIPs system can be seen in Figure
4.1.
4.1.2 Finding primary and secondary ROIs
Since I would like to visually describe a person given a picture, I need to find the
person in the image, and also localize regions of interest that correspond to that person.
Specifically, I look to place bounding boxes for 3 primary ROIs, the face, neck/upper
chest, and torso. I also have secondary ROIs that center around specific facial features,
the eyes, nose, and mouth for extracting more specific features regarding the person’s
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appearance.
People finding using Face Detection- To locate the people within an image, I use
Haar-like features in conjunction with the Viola-Jones face detector [122] to localize
bounding boxes for faces. I run the detector over 20 scales and at each scale I output
a vote for the face bounding box. The final bounding box, or boxes in the case of
multiple people, are determined by applying a threshold on the voted area over all the
scales. This process provides us with the seed initialization for my next process: pose
detection.
Primary ROIs and Pose Detection by Pictorial Structures- The second task is to
calculate the general pose of the person so that I can accurately select the primary 3
ROIs. From the face detection location I initialize a pictorial structure to isolate the
exact boundaries and orientations of the face and shoulders. A pictorial structure is a
group of parts connected in a deformable configuration [40].
My pictorial structure can be expressed as a graph, G = (V,E), where the vertices
V = {v1, ..., vn} are the parts and there is an edge (vi, vj) ∈ E for each pair of connected
parts. The locations of the parts are described by li, where each location element
consists of five degrees of freedom, scale in x direction sx, scale in y direction sy,
rotation θ, x, and y translation. For a person in an image, the location of all the
parts is represented by L = {l1, ..., ln}. I consider three part templates, the face, left
shoulder, and right shoulder, see Figure 4.2. The best pictorial structure match to an
image has the following formulation,
L∗ = argmin
L
 ∑
(vi,vj)∈E
dij(li, lj) +
∑
vi∈V
mi(Ie, li)
 (4.1)
I define an image matching term, mi(Ie, li), that measures how well the templates
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match the image content. For this term, I use the chamfer distance between my tem-
plates to the sobel edges in the image, Ie. Mathematically speaking,
mi(Ie, li) =
1
Ntli
∑
k
mine∈Ie ||(tli,k − e)|| (4.2)
Where tli is the point set of the ith part template at location li, N represents the total
number of points to consider, tli,k is the kth point, and e is a sobel edge point in Ie.
Further, I add a deformation cost dij(li, lj), that penalizes the model when it deforms
from the canonical layout. This deformation term is defined as the following,
dij(li, lj) = w
θ
ij |(θj − θi)− θij |
+ wsxij |(log sxj − log sxi)− log sxij |
+ w
sy
ij |(log syj − log syi)− log syij |
+ wxij |xij − xji|
+ wyij |yij − yji| (4.3)
The first term penalizes the difference between the ideal relative angle of the two parts,
θij , and the observed relative angle. The second and third term penalize the difference
between the ideal relative size and the observed relative size. And the fourth and
fifth term penalize the distances in the x and y directions between the observed joint
positions of the two parts. In my case, xij is the x position of the joint that connects part
i to j in i’s frame of reference. I set the scale and rotation weights, wsxij , w
sy
ij , w
θ
ij = 1,
and the translational weights to, wxij = 3× sx, wyij = 3× sy.
The search for the best location of all parts L∗ (Eq. 4.1) is performed by a dynamic
programming approach. Since my pictorial structure with three parts is a tree structure,
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(a) Edward Norton (b) Julianne Moore
Figure 4.2: Registration of pictorial structures on different images. The cyan points
belong to my face template, the red points correspond to the shoulder templates, and the
green boxes are the regions of interest computed from the pictorial structures. Photographs
courtesy of [101].
the complexity of the search is O(m2n), where m is the number of discrete values for
each li and n (=3) is the number of parts. Because I limit m via my face detection
phase, the registration of my face and shoulder templates is computed efficiently in a
matter of seconds.
Once I have the part templates matched to the image, I can identify the three
primary ROIs: face, neck/upper chest, and torso. The face ROI is the bounding box
of the closed ellipse face template. The neck/upper chest ROI is transformed to fit
between the midpoints of the shoulder templates, below the face ROI. The torso ROI
is transformed to 80% of the width between the ends of the shoulder templates and
translated halfway below the neck/upper chest ROI. These primary ROIs can be seen
in Figure 4.2. I can use these ROIs to train classifiers in an online tool, or I can use
these regions to perform property reasoning in the classification phase (Section 4.1.3).
Secondary ROIs by Active Shape Models- Although my pictorial structure formu-
lation does well in finding the primary ROI regions, I am also interested in locating
several secondary ROIs around the face and neck region. For this process I utilize Ac-
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tive Shape Models [25] (ASMs). ASMs have successfully been applied to the problem
of face registration and thus provide a good basis for my secondary ROI localization
problem.
I build a specific ASM model to capture 32 interest points that will define the
locations of my secondary ROIs. My landmark points can be seen in Figure 4.3. In
addition to many face landmark points (0-27), I look for the base of the neck (28,29)
and the mid points of the shoulders (30,31). By training such an ASM shape model
on a set of manually labeled data (i.e. manually annotated interest points), I am able
to learn what the plausible variations are in the face and upper torso regions. Let us
denote a manually labeled interest point as,
xi = (xi, yi)
T , i = 0, 1, ..., 31 (4.4)
I can represent a specific 2D shape model as,
x = (x0, x1, ..., x31, y0, y1, ..., y31) (4.5)
Given a set of training shapes, each of which consists of manually annotated interest
points collected from a training image, I can apply Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to capture the variations among these shapes. To capture statistically how each
shape varies from the mean shape, it is necessary to align all of my training shapes to
a common coordinate frame. I utilize the Procrustes Analysis [45] approach to align
each shape so that the sum of squared distances to the mean, (D =
∑ |xi − x¯|2), is
minimized. Now that these training shapes are aligned, I can build a statistical model of
the underlying shape. Furthermore, I can apply PCA to find the main axis of variation.
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I can approximate a face in my set x by,
x ≈ x¯ + Pb (4.6)
where, P contains the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, C, generated from n shapes
in my training data,
C =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=i
(xi − x¯)(xi − x¯)T (4.7)
and b are the shape deformable parameters of my shape model defined as,
b = P−1(x− x¯) (4.8)
Using this statistical model of my face and upper torso regions, I can then fit this
model to a new image by varying the shape parameters b, translation, Xt and Yt,
scale, s, and rotation, θ, parameters. To obtain a good initialization for the ASM
model, I utilize the Viola-Jones face detector to constrain my search. For each face
detected, I additionally run multiple face part detectors in order to find approximate
centroid locations for the eyes, nose, and mouth. I can utilize these centroid points
to find an approximate affine transformation for my ASM model. Then, by iteratively
minimizing an error measure on a multi-resolution (3 pyramid) ASM [24], I can find a
local minimum, and best match by a Mahalanobis distance voting scheme as described
in [58].
Once the ASM model has converged and fits to the features in the new image, I
can localize the secondary ROIs: eyes, nose, and mouth. The eye location bounding
boxes are determined by points 9 and 10 (left eye) and 11 and 12 (right eye). The
nose bounding box consists of points 10, 11, 14, 15, and 16. The mouth box consists of
points 2, 3, and 17-22. Additionally, I can utilize the neck and shoulder points to refine
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(a) Original image (b) 32 point annotation
Figure 4.3: (a) Original image. (b) Image with 32 training interest points annotated
through my web tool. The numbers correspond to the order in which the interest points
should be clicked. Photograph courtesy of [101].
the upper torso primary ROI. I can hypothesize a location of the upper torso primary
ROI by a bounding box between points 30 and 31 on my shape model, whose height is
approximately 75% of it’s width. (Technically, I could obtain my primary ROIs from
the ASM model, but I will see that the pictorial structures formulation produces better
results. And, in fact, my refinement process of averaging the result of the pictorial
structures with the computed ASM hypothesis produces the best bounding box, see
Section 4.3.1 for details.)
Training by Web Tools- There are two training stages necessary for my system
to function accurately. The first stage is training my face Shape Model, and the sec-
ond stage is training my property reasoner. To interact with my system, I used my
knowledge acquisition tool described in Chapter 2, see Figure 4.4.
I first use my web tool to train my ASM model. The interface is built using
Javascript and AJAX functions connected to a MySQL backend and is illustrated in
Figure 4.3. A user clicks on 32 interest points in and around the face which are dis-
played via SVG circle elements. For my training set, I annotate 320 faces collected
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Figure 4.4: Web based interface showing regions of interest computed by the pictorial
structures. These ROIs are used for training my property reasoner. Photograph courtesy
of [101].
from the web.
In my second stage, I continue to build upon [64] to display the face detection, pic-
torial structures, and computed regions of interest within the image. Again, interaction
is defined using Javascript and AJAX functions which allow users to interactively label
regions containing glasses/sunglasses, ties/bowties, etc. I can also specify whether or
not this region should be included in my training set which will be used to train my
property reasoner.
4.1.3 Property Reasoner
I can now formally describe a person by extracting semantic descriptions from ROIs.
First, I define several object and data properties in OWL associated with the location
of people in an image. Several spatial properties extracted are,
1. rightOf/leftOf - My face detection stage provides the information necessary for
these object properties. Given the centroid position of the face bounding boxes,
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I can use the relative ‘x’ pixel positions to determine that person 1 is to the
leftOf person 2. Here, I can exploit OWL property relations by setting these
two properties to be inverse properties, thus automatically inferring that person
2 must be to the rightOf person 1. These properties can also be set as transitive,
further inferring that if person 2 is to the leftOf person 3, then person 1 must
also be to the leftOf person 3.
2. nextTo - I define nextTo as being immediately adjacent to another person. If
another person is in between two people, they will no longer be classified as
nextTo one another. Similarly, this description is extracted using ‘x’ pixel centroid
positions from bounding boxes.
3. isLeftSide/isMiddle/isRightSide - This is an absolute position property within an
image. I split the image into thirds and calculate in which range the centroid
position of the face bounding box lies. This object property is then applied to
the individual.
For personal descriptions of people, such as what they are wearing or which direc-
tion they are facing, I need to train a classifier that has the ability to provide these
answers. Given several ROIs located on a person’s body, I extract image information
(low level features) in order to predict several object properties. The two image feature
descriptors that I extract are PHOG and PLAB features described in previous chapters.
Maintaining the same parameters as before leads us to collect 680 bins for the PHOG
and 1008 bins for the PLAB.
I extract these image features for the following object properties,
1. isWearing - Given my neck/upper chest and torso regions of interest, I can train
classifiers e.g. Support Vector Machines (SVM) [20], to detect certain articles of
clothing. As an example, I train a classifier to determine if a person isWearing
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a tie, bowtie, or no tie. I use the same method on the primary face ROI and
secondary eye ROIs to determine if the person isWearing sunglasses, glasses, or
no glasses.
2. isFacing - Given face ROIs, I can again use my PHOG and PLAB descriptors
with SVM classification methods to determine if the individual isFacing to the
left, forward, or right.
3. isSmiling - Given the secondary ROI of the mouth region, I can build a smiling
classifier to test if the individual isSmiling or not. This property is represented
as a boolean data property in OWL.
4. hasColor - In order to name the color of an image region, I use a classification
scheme based upon the 140 X11 named colors. For each ROI, I perform a k -
means clustering of the perceptually uniform L∗a∗b∗ colorspace into 5 clusters.
The most dominant cluster is then mapped to an X11 named color by finding the
closest match or minimum distance using a Euclidean distance metric.
4.1.4 Persons Ontology KB
All of the image information extracted from photographs is collected and represented
using vocabulary from my person ontology. My person ontology is built in OWL using
classes and object/data properties that incorporate the aforementioned spatial and
personal properties extracted by my property reasoner. As an example, I introduce a
new color class in OWL that organizes the X11 named colors into structured subclasses.
Thus, “LimeGreen”, “SpringGreen”, and “ForestGreen” all become subclasses of the
color “Green”. This hierarchy allows a search on “Green” to incorporate various shades
of green. Next, I import an external ontology, DBpedia, that exists on the Semantic
Web. DBpedia provides a wealth of structured information that I can use for a database
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of people.
On top of these existing classes and properties, I define several additional class
objects to organize my digital image collection. My digital image collection consists of
images, and tag information that name the people in each image.
1. Image - The Image type class contains the digital image instances in my dataset.
2. PersonInstance - This class is used to label people within images from the image
tag/caption.
Next, I need to relate pairs of classes to each other. Each instance of the PersonInstance
class should be related to exactly one Image and exactly one instance of the DBpedia
Person class, although there can be many different PersonInstances in any Image,
and many different PersonInstances for each Person. To simplify the notation, two
namespaces are defined, vips and dbpedia, in order to delineate which data instance
belongs to which ontology. If I consider an image, vips:3010.jpg of type Image, which
is a picture of vips:3010 Meg Ryan of type PersonInstance, I can link resources by the
following two pairs of object properties,
1. inImage/hasPerson - These object properties relate vips:PersonInstance(s) to an
vips:Image. Thus, vips:3010 Meg Ryan is inImage vips:3010.jpg, and vips:3010.jpg
hasPerson vips:3010 Meg Ryan.
2. isPersonInstanceOf/hasPersonInstance - These properties relate vips data to
dbpedia information. Hence, vips:3010 Meg Ryan isPersonInstanceOf dbpedia:
Meg Ryan, and vice versa with the hasPersonInstance property.
Naturally, these properties are defined as OWL inverses. A concrete OWL example
is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: OWL snippet describing an image with my VIPs person ontology and linking
this person to the DBpedia resource.
4.2 Noisy Object Localization and Classification for Se-
mantic Image Retrieval
In this next section, I address a more difficult problem of landmark detection and at-
tribute classification in a noisy image set collected from Flickr. There is additional
complexity with this problem because I do not know the general shape of the landmark
(opposed to the general shape of faces), nor do I know if the image even contains the
landmark. On top of these problems, I still desire to describe the image and attributes
about the landmark. Thus, my new framework for noisy object localization, classi-
fication, and retrieval performs the following, (1) clusters noisy images into visually
similar groups, (2) filters the noisy datasets and simultaneously localizes a bounding
box around the specified landmark, (3) defines a visual landmark ontology, (4) trans-
lates low level image features to semantic properties and, (5) links image content to
existing web ontological data.
4.2.1 Collection of Flickr Images
Flickr is an image hosting website and online community where users can share, com-
ment, and tag photographs. As of August 2011, Flickr reported that it was hosting
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more than 6 billion images. Flickr has developed an API that allows access to the
image data programmatically. I utilize the Flickr API to search and download images
based upon a key word search and save the images as well as select meta data in a
MySQL database. The meta data that collect (if available) is the photograph location
using longitude and latitude, the ”notes“ added to the image by users which occasion-
ally includes bounding box information, the title, description, and any image tags that
have been assigned to the photograph. I use the images in my framework and use the
meta data in a traditional keyword search comparison experiment described later in
this chapter.
4.2.2 Organizational Clustering for Noisy Datasets
To overcome the challenge of a noisy dataset, I introduce a global image clustering and
geometric verification framework. Previous work by Li et al. [78] utilized a similar
process to clean their contaminated dataset; however, they only used the Gist feature
vector for the sole purpose of clustering images. My feature vector representation uses a
combination of color, texture, and keypoint pyramids for a more holistic representation
of an image. My feature representation is robust for both clustering and classification;
thus, I use this representation to cluster my noisy datasets and I will also use this
representation later in my framework for attribute classification.
Color features - The color features that I use are identical to the color features
described in the previous chapter. In summary, the color vector, PLAB, represents
both the local image color and its spatial layout. For each channel (L∗, a∗, or b∗) of
the color space, I extract 3 pyramid levels, with a 16 bin histogram from each region.
A single channel histogram consists of 336 bins, and my complete PLAB descriptor
consists of 1008 bins.
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Texture features - Again, the texture feature that I use are identical to the
texture features described in the previous chapter. In summary, the PHOG descriptor
represents local image shape and its spatial layout. To extract the PHOG descriptors
from an image or image region, I first compute the gradient response using a sobel edge
filter. If I use an 8 bin orientation histogram over 4 levels, the total vector size of my
PHOG descriptor for each image is 680 bins.
Histogram of Dense SIFT features The SIFT feature [79] (Scale Invariant
Feature Transform) is a scale and rotation invariant detector and descriptor. I utilize
the VLFeat [116] implementation of the SIFT descriptor and sample keypoints across
the entire image at regular intervals. This sampling method, referred to as dense SIFT
(DSIFT) sampling, can better represent and classify an image [117] if compared to
only using keypoint descriptors. To create a uniform length histogram for every image
in my dataset, I require a standard codebook of feature descriptors. For each Flickr
image dataset, I randomly select 40 images and vector quantize the SIFT vectors into
a codebook containing 1500 visual words using k -means. I can then match every dense
SIFT keypoint to the codebook and create a 1500 feature vector that represents the
histogram of visual words present in the image.
My total feature vector is a concatenation of the PHOG, PLAB, and DSIFT for a
3188 bin vector. Each one of the three elements are normalized so that they contribute
equally. This 3188 feature vector represents is extracted for every image in the Flickr
dataset and then assigned by k -means into one of 250 clusters. I rank the images within
the cluster based upon their Euclidean distance to the center of the cluster to find the
top three most representative images of that cluster. Several examples can be seen in
my experiments section within Figure 4.11.
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4.2.3 Filtering and Object Localization by Geometric Verification
My next goal is to select a subset of images from the noisy dataset that definitely
contain the landmark image. I choose a very high precision method using geometric
verfication. First, I automatically discard images in clusters that contain fewer than
five images. These clusters are more likely to contain outlier images. Second, I take
the top three most representative images of the cluster and attempt to match these im-
ages to every other image in the cluster. A match between images is defined by using
SIFT keypoints detected on one image and computing the closest descriptor by an L2
norm on the other image. Then, a homography can be estimated between images using
RANSAC on point pairs from the images. This homography represents the 3D trans-
formation that occurred between the two images. With this transformation constraint,
I can compute the number of keypoint pairs that are consistent with the homography.
This will represent true keypoint matches between image pairs. The images that suc-
cessfully match ten keypoints within the transformation and have a total candidate
match count of over 20 keypoints are kept for further processing. In some cases, the
homography computed may overly distort the matches, in which case the match pair
is discarded. The image pairs that meet this criteria are selected to be included in my
clean subset. Additionally, the geometric verification process automatically produces
for us a candidate bounding box of the landmark. Because I assume that the images
now do contain the landmark, I can compute the shared area of high detail between the
images. This is performed by creating a bounding box around the matched keypoints
in the two images that conform to the computed transformation. An example of this
process can be seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Geometric verification on two images contained in one of the clusters of the
Taipei 101 flickr dataset. The keypoint matches that conform to the estimated homography
are shown by colored lines. A bounding box around the shared keypoints provides a
hypothesis for the landmark location.
4.2.4 Landmark Visual Ontology
I survey 12 people to find out what visual attributes of landmark images they would
like to search on. The most popular attributes mentioned in the survey were the
sky/weather conditions, time of day, position of the landmark in the image, and per-
spective of the camera. For my visual ontology, I take the most popular visual attributes
and first translate these into semantic properties in a visual ontology. (Some of the
other less popular attributes included season, presence of tourists, and color scheme.) I
utilize my existing feature extraction framework and compute the feature vector from
the bounding box obtained from the geometric verification step. I am able to use the
position information and aspect ratio of the bounding box to translate some properties,
and for others, I enlist the help of Flickr.
Automatic Classification using Bounding Boxes and Flickr
For some of the spatial properties, I am able to directly infer a semantic attribute by
looking only at the computed bounding box. Several spatial properties extracted are,
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1. isLeftSide/isMiddle/isRightSide - This is an absolute position property within
an image. I split the image into thirds and calculate in which range the cen-
troid position of the bounding box. This object property is then applied to the
landmark.
2. isFar/isMidrange/isClose - This property is more difficult to classify. I perform
a two step process to automatically classify the landmark scale into three classes,
close up, midrange, and far away. First, I re-cluster every image using k -means,
for k = 10. Then for every image in a cluster, I estimate a transformation to every
other image in every other cluster. There are clear scale changes that I am able
to leverage to label the current cluster, see Figure 4.7. Each cluster would ideally
contain different views of the landmark, and the matched region of interest will
hint at the absolute scale of the landmark in in the image. I average all the scale
computations and assign each cluster a single scale number. These numbers are
split into three clusters which correspond to close, midrange, and far.
(a) Empire State Building (b) Taipei 101
Figure 4.7: Matches across multiple clusters can provide hints to the absolute scale of the
landmark present in the image. Matches across clusters such as the ones shown in (a)(b)
are computed and the relative scale of the landmark to the image size is averaged for all
images in the cluster.
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Other image properties are extracted from each image that seemingly require some
sort of supervised intervention. However, for these attributes, I explored alternatives
to the traditional supervised training model. I can turn again to Flickr in order to
accomplish my task. By searching Flickr using text queries, I can collect a close set of
images that could generally represent the image properties such as the time of day or
weather/cloud patterns. The visual ontology defined by my 12 volunteers which I can
classify using this method is the following,
1. isDay/isDuskOrDawn/isNight - For this property, I am looking to extract the
time of day from an image. For the Flickr search, I use the key words, “day time”,
“dusk” / “dawn”, and “night time”. For each of these categories, I download up to
500 images using the Flickr API. I randomly sample 50 images from each category
and train a non-linear support vector machine (SVM) on my global feature vector
(PHOG, PLAB, DSIFT) to classify the landmark images.
2. isCloudy/isClear - Similarly for this property, I download 500 images from Flickr
using the text queries, “cloudy sky” and “clear sky”. A subset of 50 images are
selected and used for training in my SVM. I have no guarantee that the images
downloaded from Flickr represent the visual concepts I desire.
Linked Data for the Landmark Ontology
All of the image information extracted from photographs is collected and represented
using vocabulary from my landmark ontology. This ontology is built in OWL using
classes and object/data properties that incorporate the spatial, time, and weather
properties. Additionally, for each of the classified properties, I store a classification score
as a data property. These confidence scores are of type double and are labeled with the
scheme, hasClearConfidence, hasDayConfidence, hasNightConfidence, etc. These scores
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will be used to rank my search results.
On top of these existing classes and properties, I define several additional class
objects to organize my digital image collection. My digital image collection consists of
images, and tag information that name the landmarks in each image.
1. Image - The Image type class contains the digital image instances in my dataset.
2. LandmarkInstance - This class is used to label landmarks within images.
Next, I need to relate pairs of classes to each other. Each instance of the LandmarkIn-
stance class should be related to exactly one Image and exactly one instance of the
DBpedia Building class (or landmark). As I have done before, I import an external
ontology, DBpedia, that exists on the Semantic Web and has a wealth of knowledge
related to the landmark photographs. Two namespaces are defined, lmarkdb and dbpe-
dia, in order to delineate which data instance belongs to which ontology. To associate
landmark instances to images and DBpedia, I define the following.
1. inImage/hasLandmark - These object properties relate lmarkdb:LandmarkInstance
to an lmarkdb:Image.
2. isLMKInstanceOf/hasLMKInstance - These properties relate lmarkdb data to
dbpedia information.
Again, these properties are defined as OWL inverses.
4.3 Experiments & Results
For my experiments, I demonstrate my framework on people searches and landmark
searches from various internet image databases, IMDB and Flickr.
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4.3.1 Visual Image Person Search Results
For my first example, I build two datasets of images to test my system. The first dataset
consists of 3,075 images from the internet movie database (IMDb.com) image galleries.
These images are a mix of face photos, half and full body shots, and also group pictures.
From the captions on the IMDb webpage, I also collect the names of the people present
in the image. Among the 3,075 images, I have 1188 distinct celebrities, 48 of which are
not able to be automatically mapped through DBpedia, resulting in a 95.9% success
rate. The second dataset consists of 556 celebrity images obtained from the Wikimedia
Commons gallery courtesy of D. Shankbone [101]. These images are similar to the
IMDb dataset, name the people within the image, and are licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution. In this set, I count 437 distinct celebrities, 11 of which are not
able to be automatically mapped through DBpedia, a 97.4% success rate. Ontology
misses include names of people who do not appear in DBpedia, misspelled names, names
that require disambiguation, e.g. Common (the musician), names that correspond to
musical bands, or non specific labels such as “spouse”. Due to copyright issues, I will
only display image results from this dataset and not the IMDb dataset.
Finding ROIs and Property Reasoner Accuracy
In order to describe the subject in the photographs, I first need to find the primary
and secondary ROIs and then apply my property reasoner. My face detection method
correctly finds the faces within images 92.6% (Wikimedia Commons), 92.1% (IMDb)
of the time. Of those correctly detected, I test how well my pictorial structures and
ASM are able to find the primary and secondary ROIs, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. I
manually annotate 100 images from both datasets, and compute how well my automatic
methods agree with my manually labeled ROIs. To measure the accuracy of my region
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of interest calculation, I use the Jaccard similarity coefficient defined as,
J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| (4.9)
Where A and B are the ground truth and test bounding boxes being compared. In
essence, the Jaccard coefficient can be viewed as the area of intersection of bounding
boxes, divided by the total area covered by both bounding boxes. A Jaccard similar-
ity coefficient closer to one has a greater similarity to the ground truth; whereas, a
coefficient value close to zero has nearly no overlap area similar to the ground truth.
I compare three methods, (1) via pictorial structures only as performed in [63], (2)
via ASM only, and (3) by averaging the hypotheses of (1) and (2) and report the results
in Table 5.1. From my results, I see that averaging the results of the pictorial structures
and ASM models give us the best results for the primary ROIs, and my secondary ROIs
are best selected by my ASM model, rather than a competing method, using Haar-like
features [122].
Table 4.1: Jaccard coefficient results of three different region of interest methods on 100
random images.
Method for Primary ROIs Jaccard C.(std)1 Jaccard C.(std)2
Pictorial Structures [63] 0.676 (0.13) 0.653 (0.14)
Active Shape Models 0.618 (0.13) 0.592 (0.14)
Average of Both Methods 0.694 (0.12) 0.678 (0.13)
Method for Secondary ROIs Jaccard C.(std)1 Jaccard C.(std)2
Viola-Jones Part Detection [122] 0.619 (0.12) 0.621 (0.13)
Active Shape Models 0.657 (0.11) 0.640 (0.12)
std = Standard Deviation, 1 = Shankbone Dataset, 2 = IMDb.com Dataset
Next, I perform a leave-one-out classification experiment to test the accuracy of my
property reasoner on the ROIs. I compare the use of several classification methods -
my radial basis kernel SVM with multiple descriptors (PHOG, PLAB) versus PHOG
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(a) P. Structure (b) Primary ROIs (c) ASM Result (d) Sec. ROIs
(e) P. Structure (f) Primary ROIs (g) ASM Result (h) Sec. ROIs
(i) P. Structure (j) Primary ROIs (k) ASM Result (l) Sec. ROIs
Figure 4.8: Several results from my primary and secondary ROI detections. In the first
column, I show the results of my pictorial structures registration. Given this result, I can
compute my primary ROIs (illustrated in the second column). By further registering an
active shape model to a face (third column), I am able to locate the secondary ROIs and
another hypothesis for the upper chest ROI as shown in the fourth column.
only classification methods as described in [63]. These include radial basis kernel SVM,
linear kernel SVM, and a K-NN classifier. For the SVM classifiers, I use a 5-fold cross
validation method to automatically determine the best parameters. For the K-NN
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classifiers, I use the minimum χ2 distance between PHOG descriptors. On average,
my multi-descriptor radial basis kernel SVM works well across all categories, and so I
choose this classifier for my system. These results can be seen in Figure 4.9.
(a) Wikimedia Commons Dataset (b) IMDb Dataset
Figure 4.9: Property reasoner accuracy on extracting semantic descriptions from ROIs. I
compare three classification methods, RBF SVM, Linear SVM, and K-NN from [63] against
my multi-descriptor SVM (R-SVM Multi).
Example Searches
Finally, I demonstrate several interesting queries possible by my VIPs system. I present
five different queries that span across image and ontological boundaries.
1. Query 1 - For my first query in Figure 4.10(a), I search for males who are
wearing neckties and were born between January 1, 1970 and January 1, 1990.
In this query, I use the vips:isWearing vips:necktie object property with dbpe-
dia:birthDate data property.
2. Query 2 - In my second query in Figure 4.10(b), I search for married people
who are facing to the left. For this query, I use the vips:isFacing vips:left object
property with dbpedia:spouse object property.
3. Query 3 - In my third query, Figure 4.10(c), I search for “grumpy” old men.
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(a) Males wearing neckties born
between 1970-1990. Query time
is 0.96s.
(b) Married people facing to the
left. Query time is 1.22 sec.
(c) “Grumpy” old men. Men born
before 1955, who are not smiling.
Query time is 1.31 sec.
(d) Actresses wearing “black”,
born in USA after Jan. 1, 1960.
Query time is 1.02 sec.
(e) Actors from the movie “The Cable Guy”, not wearing a tie,
to the left of their spouse. Query takes 1.28 secs. Photographs
courtesy of [101].
Figure 4.10: Sample queries and top 15 results from the VIPs system. Queries are
composed in SPARQL and displayed in my web tool in a standard web browser. Ontology
load time is 3.4 seconds. Photographs courtesy of [101].
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I translate this query into SPARQL by utilizing the vips:isSmiling false data
property with dbpedia:birthDate before January 1, 1955.
4. Query 4 - In my fourth query, Figure 4.10(d), I search for actresses wearing
black who were born in the United States after January 1, 1960. Here, I use
vips:hasColor vips:black object property with dbpedia:birthDate and dbpedia: birth-
Place properties.
5. Query 5 - My final query highlights my spatial capabilities. In Figure 4.10(e), I
search for Actors from the movie “The Cable Guy”, not wearing a tie, to the left
of their spouse. This search utilizes the vips:isLeftOf vips:Person, vips:isWearing
vips:notie, dbpedia:spouse, and dbpedia:starring properties.
These queries are executed using the ARQ SPARQL query engine in Jena and the
performance in seconds is measured on a Dual-Core AMD Opteron processor with
4GB of memory. The SPARQL engine reads my OWL ontology with an approximately
load time of 3-4 seconds. After the ontology is loaded, executing a query typically takes
between 0.8 - 1.2 seconds.
4.3.2 Semantic Noisy Landmark Image Analysis and Retrieval Re-
sults
In my second example, I perform an image keyword search and scrape the results using
the Flickr API. I focus on skyscrapers and landmarks, downloading a total of 25,744
images in six categories. Each category has approximately 4,000 images that have be
user uploaded and tagged; however, there is no guarantee that the image accurately
depicts the specified landmark. The landmarks I collect are the Statue of Liberty, Burj
Khalifa, Taipei 101, Empire State Building, Willis Tower, and the Petronas Towers.
All six of these landmarks are successfully matched to DBpedia.
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Clustering Noisy Images and Geometric Verification
In the first stage of my visual analysis, I attempt to clean up the noisy Flickr dataset.
My goal was to select a subset of images that definitely contain the image. For each
Flickr set, I first build the SIFT codebook and then extract PLAB, PHOG, and DSIFT
features for every image. The extraction process typically takes 1.5-2 seconds for a
640x480 dimension image. The images are clustered by k -means, where k=250. This
clustering step is the first pass for cleaning the noisy dataset. Generally, clusters
with fewer than five images can be considered outlier images and discarded. I display
qualitative results of my clustering step in Figure 4.11.
In the next step, I apply a geometric verification within each cluster to select a
subset of images from which to search. I aim for a very high precision method as
described in Section 4.2.3. A side effect of my high precision method is low recall;
however, for my purposes of semantic classification and retrieval (which I require to be
a clean dataset), I can accept this trade off at this stage. I present quantitative results
of my verification in Table 4.2. To put my results in perspective, typically the Flickr
datasets are contaiminated with greater than 50% non-representative landmark visual
content [62]. After my verfication step, I save a total of 1,427 images with a average
precision of 98.7%.
Semantic Property Classification and Retrieval
In my next experiment, I measure the accuracy of my semantic property attribute
classification and retrieval method using a precision recall metric. For each attribute,
an object property is assigned (isCloudy, isFar, etc.) as well as a classification score
by either the SVM or geometric verification step (in the case of photo perspective).
I search through my OWL ontology for matching attribute labels using Jena and the
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 4.11: Randomly selected clusters from noisy Flickr image datasets. The images
are sorted in order of rank with respect to the cluster centroid. The central most image
is in column (a) higlighted in red, and progressively decreases in rank towards (h). The
images in rows (1)&(2) show a subset of two distinct clusters from The Statue of Liberty,
(3)(4) the Taipei 101 building, and (5)(6) the Burj Khalifa.
SPARQL SDB component. The SDB component supports persistent triple stores in
a relational database and supports SPARQL queries. I use SDB on top of MySQL
and the performance in seconds is measured on a Dual-Core AMD Opteron processor
with 16GB of memory. and rank the results based upon classification score. As a
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Table 4.2: Geometric Verification for cleaning my Flickr noisy dataset. I automatically
select a small subset of clean landmark images that clearly represent the landmark image.
Dataset Images Selected Selected Prec.
Burj Khalifa 4,085 288 284/288 (98.6%)
Empire State Building 4,343 187 186/187 (99.4%)
Petronas Towers 3,885 297 297/297 (100%)
Statue of Liberty 4,474 97 91/97 (93.8%)
Taipei 101 4,470 197 195/197 (98.9%)
Willis Tower 4,487 361 356/361 (98.6%)
comparison, I search through the subset of images using Flickr and MySQL. I sort the
set of images based upon the Flickr relevance obtained from the Flickr API. Then,
I perform a MySQL full-text index on the title and description of the images pulled
from Flickr. The search query for the comparison uses key words such as “day time”,
“cloudy sky”, “close up”, “far away”, etc. The precision recall curves from select
attributes using my method and the Flickr/MySQL search can be seen in Figure 4.12.
From my results, I can see that my landmark search based upon attributes greatly
outperforms the standard key word search. Because of the automatic framework pro-
posed, I envision that future attributes can be easily added to improve the breadth
of searches. Further, I have shown that even noisy image datasets can be used to
effectively classify image attributes, without manual training.
Example Searches
In the final experiment, I demonstrate the full power of my framework by performing
and presenting complex search results that combine both visual and ontology based
knowledge. Qualitative results can be see in Figure 4.13.
1. Query 1 - For my first query, I search for the Statue of Liberty centered in the
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(a) clear (b) cloudy (c) daytime (d) close persp. (e) far persp.
Figure 4.12: Precision-Recall curves for several semantic properties on various Flickr
landmark datasets. I compare my search results (shown in blue) from my landmark ontol-
ogy using SPARQL versus Flickr’s relevance image search (shown in green) combined with
MySQL full-text match score on the image title and description. The baseline for each
search is shown in black. (1) Burj Khalifa, (2) Empire State Building, (3)Taipei 101, (4)
Statue of Liberty, and (5) Willis Tower.
image at a mid-range on a clear day. The properties used in this query are
dbpedia:Statue of Liberty, lmarkdb:isMiddle, and lmarkdb:isClear.
2. Query 2 - In the second example query, I search for a Taiwan skyscraper pho-
tographed from afar at night. In this query, I use the dbpedia:location object
property with lmarkdb:isFar and lmarkdb:isNight data property.
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3. Query 3 - In my third query example, I search for a Manhattan skyscraper
with 102 floors at dusk. This query uses dbpedia:location, dbpprop:floorCount,
lmarkdb:isDuskOrDawn properties.
4. Query 4 - In my last query example, I search for the tallest building in the
world since 2010 up close at night. For this query I use the dbpprop:higestStart,
lmarkdb:isClose, and lmarkdb:isNight.
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(a) Statue of Liberty centered in
the image at a mid-range on a
clear day.
(b) Taiwan skyscraper photographed
from afar at night.
(c) Manhattan skyscraper with 102 floors
at dusk.
(d) The tallest building in the
world since 2010 up close at
night
Figure 4.13: Complex query results from my system utilizing both visual information and
knowledge bases linked from the web. Queries are executed using the Jena SDB component
and a MySQL database backend.
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Chapter 5
Application to Medical Image
Analysis and Retrieval
In my final chapter, I present an application of my thesis to the area of medical image
analysis and retrieval. The application incorporates the major aspects of my work,
ranging from data collection, image representation, image understanding, and finally
semantic retrieval. For the topic of my application, I will focus on and analyze multi-
media associated with the diagnosis of cervical cancer.
5.1 Data Driven Cervigram Image Analysis and Retrieval
Cervical cancer afflicts an estimated 12,200 women in the US [2] and 529,800 women
worldwide [3] every year. Fortunately, it can be cured if it is detected during its early
stages and treated appropriately. However, among the new cervical cancer cases found
worldwide each year, 85% of them are in developing countries [3]. This dispropor-
tionate burden in low-resource world areas with medically underserved populations is
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mainly due to the lack of screening. Screening can prevent cervical cancer by detecting
Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia (CIN), also known as cervical dysplasia. The CIN
classification is specified in several grades: CIN1 (mild), CIN2 (moderate), and CIN3
(severe). In a clinical setting, one of the most important goals of screening for cervical
cancer is the differentiation of normal/CIN1 from CIN2/3+. If a lesion is classified
as CIN2/3+, it will require treatment whereas mild dysplasia in CIN1 typically will
be cleared by immune response in a year or so, and thus can be observed or treated
more conservatively. To screen for this specific cancer, I utilize a low cost, photographic
screening test, called Cervicography. The photographs of the cervix, or cervigrams, can
provide valuable and insightful information to assist in diagnosis and disease grading.
In this chapter, I will demonstrate how I collect and represent high level image
information contained in cervigram images. For my representation, I will be using my
SVG abstraction described in Chapter 2. In my abstraction, I will be storing high level
data including tissue segmentations and disease gradings. Next, I address the prob-
lem of CIN classification with image understanding algorithms developed in Chapter 3.
There exists visual features or observations that can assist with disease classification.
These features include the identification or presence of acetowhite, mosaicism, punc-
tation, atypical vessels or vasculature, blood, polyps, cyst, etc. Using related images,
I can localize the cervix region of interest and perform a disease classification by im-
age matching. Finally, I will connect my framework to existing medical ontologies to
expand the capabilities of medical image retrieval in this domain, similar to the work
performed in Chapter 4. A summary diagram of my framework can be seen in Figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Summary of my semantic framework on the application of cervigram image
understanding and retrieval. In (c1), I structure high level information collected by the
user and experts in the are of cervigram analysis in my extensible framework. This data
ca be used in training localization algorithms and classification methods described in (c2).
Finally, in (c3), I demonstrate the capabilities of semantic image search using linked data
from existing medical ontologies.
5.2 Related Work
Because codifying images manually requires much time and is often subjective, there has
been longstanding interest in automated methods that bridge the semantic gap between
raw sensory data and codifiable knowledge [34, 105]. Considerable progress has been
made in the past decades on content-based image retrieval [29, 105]; however, there is
still a gap, between the photographic recording of an object and its interpretation in a
context that extends far beyond the object itself.
Also in recent years, there have been several automatic or semi-automatic image
analysis algorithms applied to cervigram images. A common process in many of these
previous works was the automatic detection of the cervix region. This region of inter-
est (ROI) contains the relevant information necessary for accurate tissue and disease
classification. In Li et al. [77], the region of interest is found by the analysis of local
color features and optimized through expectation maximization. Zimmerman et al.
[136] developed a two-stage segmentation process utilizing image intensity, saturation,
and gradient information and reported their results on 120 images. Gordon et al. [47]
uses a Gaussian mixture model to automatically find the cervix region of interest, and
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then separates the cervix tissue region into three types: the columnar epithelium, the
squamous epithelium, and the acetowhite region. Gordon et al. also tested on a set of
120 cervigram images. Xue et al. [129] focuses on the removal of specular regions and
the identification of the acetowhite region in the ROI. Similarly, Xue et al. tested on
120 cervigram images, and used L∗a∗b∗ color features, Gaussian mixture models, and
k-means clustering to achieve their results.
Further image classification tasks in the region of interest can be performed as
exhibited in several previous works. In Ji et al. [57], the authors use texture features
to recognize important vascular patterns found in cervix images. They collected 5
images per vascular pattern class (network, hairpin, punctation1, punctation2, mosaic1,
mosaic2) for a total of 30 images. Similarly, Srinivasan et al. [108] uses a filter bank of
texture models for recognizing punctation and mosaicism on ten images.
As demonstrated by the previous work, there are many complex visual features
that contribute to the problem of cervigram image analysis. The isolation of the cervix
region of interest is an important first step used to remove the unwanted effects of the
background image noise. Then, analysis of the region of interest can be performed by
looking at color and texture features. Color features play a key role in the cervix and tis-
sue classification task, whereas texture also plays an important role in the identification
of mosaicism and vessel pattern analysis. Further, given the high variability exhibited
by cervigrams, testing on larger datasets is necessary to validate the effectiveness of
cervigram image analysis on real world datasets.
In regard to retrieval, only using the high level semantic interpretation or only the
low level pixel representation has been shown to be insufficient for effective retrieval
[135]. Complex taxonomies and feature vectors have been proposed [72, 130, 135], and
typically follow the architecture described in Muller et. al [91]. These systems extract
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visual features from the raw image data, and store these features in different ways for
distance and similarity calculations. However, since each system is significantly differ-
ent in infrastructure and organization, there still remain questions regarding ontology
extensibility, and integration when interfacing to existing PACS systems. Other re-
search has utilized open standards; specifically several have utilized a variant of XML
[36, 111] but do not utilize the inherent visual XML representation, SVG, or Semantic
Web technologies, RDF/OWL.
5.3 Methodology
I developed a unique approach to cervigram image analysis based upon my thesis work.
In contrast to many previous works that utilize a more generative model towards cervi-
gram image analysis, I developed a discriminative, data centric system that would be
able to represent high level medical information and utilize similar cervigram cases in a
collection of annotated cervigrams to perform a binary classification, i.e. normal/CIN1
and CIN2/3+. After classification, all the data is available for semantic retrieval which
could be useful for finding similar patient cases or related diseases.
I utilize thousands of training images collected by the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) and National Library of Medicine (NLM) for my image understanding and re-
trieval process. There are two distinct databases. The first database consists of 939
expertly labeled cervigrams. Detailed annotations link these images to expert markings
including the delineation of the cervix region of interest. These high level annotations
will be indexed and stored in my SVG abstraction. I will refer to this database as
D1. My second database, D2, is of a larger scale and contains tens of thousands of
patient records and cervigram images [56]. Each record also has been labeled with a
final outcome, which I can utilize in the classification stage of my system. The final
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outcome is determined by expert practitioners and has been given a final diagnosis
(normal/CIN1, CIN2/3+). These expert annotations of final diagnosis are based on
analyzing the histology of the patient images, a commonly used gold standard to de-
fine the ground truth diagnosis. These outcomes can be linked to a larger resource
using Semantic Web technologies. I connect the cervical cancer images to the National
Cancer Institute (NCI) Thesaurus which contains over 34,000 concepts structured into
20 taxonomic trees. The thesaurus includes broad coverage of the cancer domain, and
provides a way to link information together through semantic relationships.
In summary, my system takes as input a new test cervigram image and uses large
amounts of training data to reach a final disease classification. This classification result
involves several steps. The first step is the translation of raw image data into a compact
color and texture feature representation. Using my representation, I can then attempt
to leverage my first database of annotated cervigrams to annotate the cervix region of
interest. I can again utilize my second database and the specific visual features located
in the ROI of a given cervix region to obtain a final disease classification. By using the
databases in my classification task, I am indirectly utilizing the variables that went into
the diagnosis of a patient cervigram image, without having to individually model the
complex visual characteristics. Finally, my system can be used for finding semantically
similar cervical images, similar medical images, or can be used in a larger context of
patient-based similarity.
5.3.1 Cervigram Abstraction
The first step in encoding my images into my abstraction layer is the segmentation of
the cervigram ROI. I can then turn the resulting regions into SVG polygon points by
tracing the boundary of each segmented region. The boundary point set becomes my
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“points” attribute for the polygon element. One of the most important observations
in cervigrams is the acetowhite region which is caused by the whitening of potentially
malignant regions of the cervix epithelium after applying dilute (3-5%) acetic acid.
All forms of precancerous tissue exhibit some degree of opacity, or acetowhiteness,
after contact with acetic acid. Thus, accurately encoding the area of this tissue region
is critically important to cervigram image analysis. The encoding of this and other
attributes can be seen in Figure 5.2. The cervix region of interest is stored in a similar
manner; however, only the four corner points are necessary to define the bounding
box. Additional features such as texture information and color histograms are added
in a similar manner. In general, any low level feature extracted from the raw image
can be represented here as an attribute in alphanumeric form. Regions of the image
that belong to the same group are encapsulated in the SVG file with the <g>element.
Because the <g>element can also contain other nested <g>elements to an arbitrary
depth, I can utilize these nodes to represent hierarchical relationships. At the top layer
of my hierarchy I store a link to the raw image file. Advantageously, the SVG standard
allows for the rendering of raster objects in conjunction with vector objects. I can
combine all these features to encapsulate the raw image data with different levels of
specificity as seen in Figure 5.2.
5.3.2 Visual Feature Extraction and Representation
Through my research, and as exhibited in many previous works, I have found that both
color and texture features are necessary to represent the visual cues present in cervi-
gram tissue regions (acetowhite regions, mosaicism, punctation, etc.). Additionally,
the relative size and position of abnormal characteristics are also important to capture
in my feature representation. Thus, I utilize a spatial pyramid of color and texture
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the SVG encoding of different regions in a group of elements.
Characteristics such as the area, centroid position, and eccentricity are added as children to
the polygon element. The increasing specificity of region information is naturally encoded
by a hierarchy of group elements.
features as described in Section 3.1.3. This spatial pyramid representation is able to
preserve the geometric correspondence of visual features.
Color features - Color plays an important role in cervical lesion identification
and classification. One of the most important visual features on the cervix that have
relevant diagnostic properties is the presence of acetowhite regions, or the whitening of
potentially malignant cervical regions with the application of dilute acetic acid. The
perceived color and thickness of an acetowhite region is also relevant to cervical lesion
grading. Thus, I extract pyramid color histogram features, PLAB, from a cervigram
image to represent various color regions. For each channel (L∗, a∗, or b∗) of the color
space, I extract 3 pyramid levels, with a 16 bin histogram from each region. A pyramid
is constructed by splitting the image into rectangular regions, increasing the number
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of regions at each level. Thus, a single channel histogram consists of 336 bins, and my
complete PLAB descriptor consists of 1008 bins.
Texture features - Texture features play an important role in representing var-
ious vasculature patterns, punctation, mosaicism, and tissue thickness characteristics.
Similar to my color features, I represent texture as a pyramid histogram of oriented
gradients, or PHOG feature [12]. To extract the PHOG descriptors from a cervigram
image, I first compute the gradient response using a sobel edge filter. If I use an 8 bin
orientation histogram over 4 levels, the total vector size of my PHOG descriptor for
each image is 680 bins. For an illustration of my PLAB and PHOG feature, see Figure
5.3.
Image similarity measurement - To compute the image similarity, I use a
weighted sum of the similarities between the two images’ color and texture features.
The cost function that measures this dissimilarity, or distance, is defined in Equation
3.1.
5.3.3 Finding the Region of Interest
In the first step of my algorithm, I isolate the (cervix) region of interest in a new
cervigram. Given a new cervigram image my goal is to annotate a tight bounding
box around the cervix. Some previous works have used the local color and position
features in order to isolate the cervix region [46, 47, 129]. However, due to the high
variability in color, size, and position of the cervix in cervigrams, these approaches
based solely on local image features suffer from low specificity. In contrast, I take a
different approach to the region of interest detection problem. My approach is data
driven; I rely on an expertly labeled database of 939 cervigram images with their
delineated rectangular regions of interest stored in my cervigram abstraction in order
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(a) level = 0. (b) level = 1. (c) level = 2.
(d) 16 bins at level 0. (e) 64 bins at level 1. (f) 256 bins at level 2.
(g) level = 0. (h) level = 1. (i) level = 2.
(j) 8 bins at level 0. (k) 32 bins at level 1. (l) 128 bins at level 2.
Figure 5.3: Example of the PLAB and PHOG features extracted at multiple levels in a
rectangular region of interest. In (a)-(c) the L∗a∗b∗ color space is sampled into 16 bins
per region (per channel). The L∗ channel in the PLAB feature vector is represented in
(d)-(f). The edges of the input image are computed by a sobel edge filter and partitioned
into a pyramid of regions (g)-(i). 8 orientation bins are extracted from each rectangle and
concatenated into the PHOG feature vector represented in (j)-(l).
to find a suitable bounding box for the region of interest in a new cervigram image.
I will refer to this step in my algorithm as my optimized bounding box method,
and is defined as the following. Given a new cervigram test image, I extract the color
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and texture features from the whole image and compute the image similarity between
this image and every other image in my 939 database (D1) by Equation 3.1. I sort the
list of images in the database by decreasing similarity and extract the top M matching
cervigram images. These images should globally resemble the test image; however, there
is no guarantee that the cervix region of the top images match the location and size of
the test image. Thus, I only use the top M matching cervigrams for their annotated
ROI and use these ROIs as candidate bounding boxes. I denote the top M matching
cervigrams’ ROIs as Bm where m = [1...M ], and my ground truth bounding boxes in
D1 as D1n, where n = [1...N ]. Then, for every candidate bounding box, I recompute the
color and texture features of the test image inside the candidate ROI. I then compute
the similarity between each candidate bounding box and every ground truth cervix ROI
in my first database of N(=939) images. Among the MXN comparisons, I find the
pair of ROIs that gives the smallest distance, and the candidate ROI in this pair will
be my final ROI for the test image.
Mathematically speaking, I choose the minimum distance bounding box pair to
obtain my final ROI, Bˆm,
< Bˆm, Dˆ
1
n >= arg min
<Bm,D1n>
Cs(D
1
n, Bm) n ∈ [1...N ],m ∈ [1...M ] (5.1)
5.3.4 Cervigram classification
Given the cervix region of interest, I can now more accurately match a test cervix region
to my database of cervigram ROIs. My second database, D2, consists of thousands of
cervigrams that have been analyzed by experts and given a disease diagnosis of CIN1
through CIN3. This data can be utilized to train a classifier which will compute a
disease classification for the given test image.
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I build two classification methods into my system, a support vector machine classi-
fication and a majority vote classification.
5.3.5 Support Vector Machine classification
In D2, I compute the ROIs for every image, and extract their color and texture features.
I then build a binary linear classifier that can discriminate between normal/CIN1 and
CIN2/3+ using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [20]. I extract my color and texture
features from the cervix ROI and concatenate these vectors into a single 1688 bin vector
(1008 bin color vector + 680 texture vector). I can build a SVM model based upon
a subset of D2, which will attempt to separate the two classes (normal/CIN1 and
CIN2/3+) in a high dimensional space. Given a new cervigram ROI, the SVM model
can predict a CIN classification based upon the decision boundary obtained by my
training data. I describe the size of my training and test set, as well as the parameters
of my SVM model, and how I obtained them in my results section.
5.3.6 Majority vote classification
For my majority vote classifier, I again compute the extracted color and texture features
in the cervix ROI. I can then compute a matching score between the test cervix ROI
and every other ROI in my second database. Using the matching score, I can sort the
similarity of the images to the new image and find the top Q most similar cases. These
top cases vote on a classification, where the majority vote label is selected as the final
output of my system. Mathematically speaking, given Q, the top cluster of |L| = Q
cases can be obtained by minimizing,
C(X) =
Q∑
n=1
Cs(Dˆ
2
Ln , BˆX) L ⊂ D2 (5.2)
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Where Dˆ2 are the computed ROIs from my second database, and X is my test cervi-
gram, and BˆX is its corresponding ROI. When minimized, the set of L consists of the
top Q matches from my second database. Each element of L has a corresponding binary
label i.e. normal/CIN1 or CIN2/3+, and will cast a vote for the final classification.
The majority vote label is assigned to the test image, X.
5.3.7 Cervigram Visual and Patient Ontology
In this section, I define a visual ontology based upon characteristics that are stored
in my SVG abstraction as well as automatically classified by my image understand-
ing algorithms. These characteristics include expert labeled tissue regions such as
acetowhite, automatically localized cervix regions, and classified disease grades based
upon CIN classification. In addition, if the information is available, I also store patient
characteristics in my ontology that can be used for patient similarity analysis. Lastly, I
link my ontology to an existing ontology obtained from the NCI for building additional
semantic relationships.
1. hasAcetowhite - Since one of the most important observations in cervigrams is
the acetowhite region, this is one important characteristic that is stored. This
property is taken from the ground truth data. I do not attempt to detect or
localize the acetowhite regions in a cervigram image.
2. isLTCIN1/isGTCIN1 - These two properties are OWL inverses. Based upon my
classification of the ROI computed by my framework, I am able to label a cervi-
gram image as either less than CIN1 or greater than CIN1 (meaning CIN2/3+).
The cervigrams are images taken during patient visits from which I also have in-
formation. For example, a patient hasCervigram and a cervigram hasPatient. I also
collect patient information such HPV test result, HPV type, HPV signal, patient age,
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and vaginal wall PH. These correspond to data properties such as hasHPVresult, hasH-
PVtype, hasHPVsignal, hasAge, and hasPH.
The patient class and cervigram image class can be connected to the NCI Thesaurus
for term disambiguation or searching inside a broad category of diseases. For example,
I can link the CIN classification to the, “Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia” class in the
Thesaurus which automatically gives me a definition of term. This category is siblings
to other Intraepithelial Neoplasias such as Gastrointestinal and Glandular Neoplasia.
Moving up the tree structure, I can see relationships to other precancerous conditions
such as, “Atypical Hyperplasia” and, “Carcinoma In Situ”. This not only provides
context to CIN grading, but ultimately could be developed into a much larger image
retrieval system.
5.4 Results
I perform several experiments to evaluate my system. My first experiment measures
how accurately I am able to isolate the cervix region of interest. My second experiment
measures the ability of my system to correctly classify a new cervigram image. My third
experiment measures the effect that my color and texture features have on the final
outcome. And finally my fourth experiment demonstrates queries on basic cervigram
features as well as more complex semantic image retrieval examples.
5.4.1 Isolating the region of interest
In this experiment, I analyze how accurately I am able to detect the region of interest in
a new cervigram image. This experiment tests on 450 cervigrams in D1, but utilizes all
of the 939 (minus the test cervigram, e.g. leave-one-out) expertly annotated bounding
boxes to obtain the final result as described in Equation 5.1. The majority of the
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images are of the same size and resolution; however, there still is a small amount of
variability. My feature representations are normalized to account for this variability.
To measure the accuracy of my region of interest calculation, I use the Jaccard
similarity coefficient defined as, J(A, Bˆ) = |A∩Bˆ||A∪Bˆ| which measures the similarity of my
bounding box calculation to the ground truth region of interest specified by a trained
physician. In this equation I can view A as the ground truth cervix region bounding
box, and Bˆ as the minimum bounding box found in Equation 5.1. In essence, the
Jaccard coefficient can be viewed as the area of intersection of bounding boxes, divided
by the total area covered by both bounding boxes. A Jaccard similarity coefficient
closer to one has a greater similarity to the ground truth; whereas, a coefficient value
close to zero has nearly no overlap area similar to the ground truth. In this experiment,
I compare three different methods.
1. Image Bounding Box (IBB) - In this method, I choose the most similar image
to the test image, based upon a global image similarity. The bounding box is
transferred from the top match to the test cervigram. This method does not
eliminate the noise present outside the region of interest.
2. Average Bounding Box (ABB) - This method again uses global image similar-
ity; however, I take the top K matches and average the position of their bounding
boxes to achieve my final bounding box. I used a gradient descent on the Jaccard
similarity coefficient (with respect to D1) to obtain the best K (= 15).
3. Optimized Bounding Box (OBB) - This is my method described in section
5.3.3 that utilizes candidate bounding boxes from a global image match. I com-
pute the final bounding box by finding the argmin in equation 5.1. For my
experiments, I set M to be 100, i.e. I have 100 candidate bounding boxes to
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choose from.
I show several sample images, their corresponding ground truth bounding boxes, and
the results of these three methods in Figure 5.4.
However, the Jaccard index does not describe the entire story. As seen in Figure
5.4(4)(c), the Jaccard index can be quite low, yet the cervix region may be more ac-
curately located than indicated. To further describe the accuracy of my cervix ROI
calculation, I compute the Euclidean distance between the ground truth centroid posi-
tion, and my computed ROI centroid position. Additionally, I record the difference of
the aspect ratio between the ground truth bounding box and my computed rectangle
as further evidence. The aspect ratio is computed by the absolute difference between
the width divided by height of the computed bounding box and the width divided by
height of the ground truth bounding box. In Table 5.1 I report the average Jaccard
index values, centroid difference, and aspect ratio difference. And as seen from my
results, my optimized bounding box method outperforms the other two methods, and
has the desired effect of maintaining a low centroid difference and consistent aspect
ratio.
Table 5.1: Comparison of three different region of interest methods. I report the average
Jaccard index, centroid distance, and aspect ratio difference of the computed bounding
box and ground truth bounding box on 450 test images.
Method Jaccard (std) Centroid Dist. Aspect Ratio
Image Bounding Box (IBB) 0.611 (0.12) 32.37 0.148
Average Bounding Box (ABB) 0.699 (0.13) 23.91 0.109
Optimized Bounding Box (OBB) 0.736 (0.14) 25.72 0.096
std = Standard Deviation
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(1)
ground truth ground truth ground truth ground truth ground truth
(2)
jsc: 0.583 jsc: 0.698 jsc: 0.475 jsc: 0.180 jsc: 0.465
(3)
jsc: 0.704 jsc: 0.775 jsc: 0.751 jsc: 0.676 jsc: 0.580
(4)
jsc: 0.823 jsc: 0.869 jsc: 0.514 jsc: 0.808 jsc: 0.819
Figure 5.4: Sample region of interest calculations on five (a)-(e) images. The ground truth
(1) and expert annotations are shown here. The image bounding box (IBB) (2), average
bounding box (ABB) (3), and optimized bounding box (OBB) (4) and their corresponding
Jaccard (jsc) coefficients are also displayed. In column (c) row(4), I see a low Jaccard
index, but visually close ROI calculation.
5.4.2 Accuracy of my disease classification
In my second experiment, I utilize a subset of 2,000 cervigram images obtained from
the NIH/NCI database D2, consisting of 1,000 normal/CIN1 grade images and 1,000
CIN2/3+ cases. I perform a ten fold cross validation, binary classification on this
dataset to evaluate how well my system is able to differentiate between these classes.
I test using two classifiers, my majority vote classifier described in section 5.3.6 and a
linear Support Vector Machine described in section 5.3.5.
There are several parameters that need to be set for both classification methods. For
my majority vote technique, I train the number of voting cases, Q, by computing the
Dice similarity coefficient, DSC = 2·TP(2·TP+FP+FN) over my training set while varying Q
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between the top matching case (Q = 1) to the top fifty (Q = 50) matches. In the Dice
similarity coefficient, TP denotes true positive cases, FP denotes false positive cases,
and FN are false negative cases. As I increase Q, the DSC score steadily increases
from 0.70 at Q = 1 and asymptotically approaches 0.75 when Q > 30. Therefore, I set
Q to be the top 33 most similar cervigram images to the input image that will vote to
obtain the final classification output of my system. For the weight parameter of my
color versus texture features (λ value), I chose λ = 0.7. The analysis behind this value
can be seen in the next section, Section 5.4.3.
For my linear SVM, I train the parameters of my model using a five-fold cross
validation on the training images, and use this model to classify the new input image.
The results of both my methods can be seen in Table 5.2. Additionally, in this table, I
also report comparative results from multiple studies around the world as reported by
Sankaranarayanan et al. [99]. In these studies, direct visual inspection of the cervix
was conducted after the application of acetic acid, and each patient is given a result of
positive or negative for CIN2/3+.
Table 5.2: Comparison of Sensitivity, and Specificity for different classification methods
for detecting CIN2/3+. My automatic classification method is comparable to manual
inspection by experts.
Method Samplesa Sens.,% (95% CI) Spec.,% (95% CI)
My automatic methodb, Majority Vote 2,000 73 (65-81) 77 (67-87)
My automatic methodb, L-SVM 2,000 75 (69-82) 76 (66-86)
Denny et al. [32], 2000, South Africa 2,885 67 (56-77) 84 (82-85)
Belinson et al. [7], 2001, China 1,997 71 (60-80) 74 (71-76)
Denny et al. [33], 2002, South Africa 2,754 70 (59-79) 79 (77-81)
Sankaranarayanan et al. [98], 2004 India
and Africa
54,981 79 (77-81) 86 (85-86)
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5.4.3 Weighted effect of Color and Texture
In my third experiment, I view the effects of the color and texture features on my final
classification result. Using my majority vote classifier, and altering the λ in equation
3.1, I can evaluate the influence of these features. As a baseline data point, a value of
λ = 0.5, gives both color and texture features equal weight. On a set of 1,000 cervigram
images from D2 (500 normal/CIN1, 500 CIN2/3+), I vary the parameter from 0 - 1,
where a λ of less than 0.5 gives more weight to my texture feature and a λ of greater
than 0.5 gives more weight to my color feature. I analyze how this parameter affects
the sensitivity and specificity of my majority vote classifier on dataset, D2 and display
the results in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: The effect of changing my λ value between 1 - 0 when using a majority vote
classifier. A balanced weight of 0.5 has equal contribution of color and texture, whereas
a value closer to 1 favors the color feature. Empirically, a λ value of 0.7 has the best
specificity and sensitivity on D2.
From these results it is clear that the color feature plays a vital role in the CIN
designation for cervigram images. By using the color feature alone (λ = 1), I am
still able to achieve fairly good results, but if I only use texture features (λ = 0), my
sensitivity and specificity drop dramatically.
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5.4.4 Examples of Basic and Complex Searches
Using my database and the XQuery language, I demonstrate a sample search. For this
search, I perform a high level semantic search on the element, “classification”, where
the value of the tissue classification is, “acetowhite”. Figure 5.6 shows the first ten
results of this query. Not only am I able to display the images related to the query, but
I am also able to display the annotated polygons defined in my cervigram abstraction.
Figure 5.6: Query for the semantic classification label, “acetowhite”. The results show
the matching files and their region classifications.
In a more complex search, I utilize my OWL cervigram ontology for matching at-
tribute labels using Jena and the SPARQL SDB component. The SDB component
supports persistent triple stores in MySQL and supports SPARQL queries. For this
search in Figure 5.7, I utilized the breadth of knowledge available through the NCI
Thesaurus combined with classified attributes from my framework to search for cervi-
grams of patients with high grade cancer of the female reproductive system who are
older than 35 with a positive HPV test.
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Figure 5.7: Query for cervigrams of patients with high grade cancer of the female re-
productive system who are older than 35 with positive HPV. This query utilizes the NCI
thesaurus to connect ncicp:High Grade and ncicp:Female Reproductive System Disorder
with cervigram: isGTCIN1 and cervigram: hasHPV.
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Conclusion
Semantic image retrieval is a complex problem that is largely unsolved. While in-
dividual efforts in image recognition, crowd sourcing, semantic web, and information
retrieval continue to advance, these fields of research remain largely independent of each
other. In my work, I move toward a framework for large scale image understanding
and retrieval by focusing on the intersection of many interdisciplinary fields. For each
of these research areas, I am able to focus on the over arching idea of image retrieval
and advance the state of the art in significant ways.
In the area of image annotation and knowledge acquisition, I proposed a extensible,
online framework that standardizes the collection of high level image data. I showed how
to collect, represent, and visualize high level image annotations using this abstraction.
In one instance, using my abstraction and the crowdsourcing tool Amazon Mechanical
Turk, I was able to collect 1,210 object outline annotations in slightly over three hours.
Within my abstraction, I was able to incorporate several state-of-the-art interactive
segmentation techniques to assist the user in collecting data. Compared to several other
online annotation systems, I was able to show statistically significant improvement in
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the areas of human interaction time, segmentation accuracy, and ease of use. Addi-
tionally, I used my image abstraction and segmentation assist tools to help identify
and revise existing ground truth datasets toward a better segmentation as judged by
80 online users. On one standard image dataset, 1525 out of 2000 image ground truth
segmentations were equal or better in quality. For another standard dataset, 507 out
of 750 image ground truth segmentations were equal or better quality.
In the area of image understanding, I address two difficult problems using rela-
tionships between object classes to find a solution. These two problems are object
localization and image segmentation. In both cases, I utilize related images obtained
from image hierarchies to provide high level knowledge that can be exploited by vision
algorithms. Specifically, for the object localization task, I used the image ontology,
ImageNet, to transfer bounding box knowledge between sibling classes. On 7 of 8 ob-
ject categories spanning 2,108 images, I am able to outperform the state-of-the-art.
Additionally, my method is computationally efficient, it only needs to consider 1/10 of
the total number of candidate bounding boxes than the state-of-the-art.
For object segmentation, I use related images from ImageNet and other publicly
available image datasets to perform the simultaneous segmentation of the foreground.
With this cosegmentation technique, I introduced novel inter-image and intra-layer
constraints and edges in a spectral clustering method. My method outperforms three
other state of the art cosegmentation methods in 6 out of 13 categories.
I put all the elements together to produce a semantic image retrieval framework
that utilizes my previous data collection and analysis. At a low level in my retrieval
framework, I use knowledge gained to influence algorithms and techniques towards im-
age understanding. At a higher level, I connect my image information to the wide
breath of semantic knowledge available on the internet. Demonstrated on images col-
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lected from IMDB and Wikipedia, I am able to extract visual attributes from celebrity
images, connect them to a visual ontology linked to DBpedia, and perform semantic
searches that are beyond the capabilities of other image search engines. On a noisy
Flickr landmark image dataset, I am able to clean up the unrelated images using ge-
ometric verification and clustering. Then, I am able to localize the landmark, and
classify several visual attributes without prior training. Finally, I am able to perform
searches on visual attributes that outperform the Flickr relevance scores and other
complex semantic searches using DBpedia and my visual ontology.
Lastly, I present an application on cervigram image understanding and retrieval
that incorporates all the major aspects of my research. I encode high level informa-
tion from expert annotators in my visual abstraction. Using this abstraction, I present
an automatic cervigram image analysis algorithm that is able to isolate and visualize
the region of interest in a new cervigram image, and ultimately classify the image as
normal/CIN1 or CIN2/3+. My system is data centric, meaning I do not attempt to
directly model the complex features present in the cervix anatomy, but rather utilize
thousands of training images to perform my analysis. Furthermore, my system per-
forms well, and is shown to be comparable to human observers. Lastly, I demonstrate
both a basic search and a complex semantic search using my visual ontology and the
NCI Thesaurus that shows the capabilities of my framework toward semantic image
understanding and retrieval.
6.1 Future Work
As I continue to research and look forward in image retrieval, it is clear that the depth
and complexity of semantic image search is without end. In the near future, I hope
to release my annotation tool and abstraction framework as open source software for
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public use. I also plan to create a central repository of standard image datasets along
with their annotation and ground truth segmentation. Currently, there is no central
location where one can view the image datasets and their semantic data. For my image
understanding algorithms, I would like to scale and expand these algorithms on more
categories. I anticipate algorithmic novelties necessary to generalize these algorithms
for wide spread use. One clear necessity in my semantic image retrieval is the ability
to translate natural language queries into SPARQL. I plan to explore this possibility
to improve the overall semantic image retrieval system. Eventually, I would like to
release my semantic image retrieval system online. The nature of my framework (SVG,
Javascript, RDF/OWL) lends itself naturally for online use.
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